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How are you enjoying your life in Seoul?
This publication, titled “Hanultari Living Guide
for Multicultural Families,” aims to minimize
the difficulties experienced by multicultural
families living in Seoul due to a lack of
information or cultural gaps. We hope that
this guidebook will provide you with useful
information.

The Hanultari Living Guide
for Multicultural Families Living in Seoul

Before using this guidebook...

❖ The information in this guidebook is valid as of November 2013.
As the information may change after publication, please contact
the related organizations if you have any specific questions.
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What is Seoul like?
Hangang

한강

Magpie

■Image of Seoul

■Official Flower of Seoul

■Official Tree of Seoul

■Official Bird of Seoul

A Compassionate and Dynamic City,
with a Rich History

Forsythia

Gingko

Magpie

Forsythia, which is the most ideal
flower for the climate and the
soil condition of Seoul, bloom
simultaneously in the early morning,
making it a flower that symbolizes
the cooperative spirit of
Seoul citizens.

Gingko, which is not vulnerable
to pollution and insects and lives
a long time to grow into a large
tree, represents the limitless
development of Seoul.

The magpie, which was once
selected as Korea’s national bird
in the national bird contest, is
loved by the public as it has been
a messenger of happiness in
many traditional fairy tales.

The insignia of Seoul Special City
symbolizes a lighthearted man made of
symbols that represent a mountain, the
sun and the Han River. The insignia
provides an image of Seoul, which
aims to be a human-centered city.

■ Names of Seoul

■ Detailed information on Seoul

The name “Seoul” is a common noun in Korean meaning the capital of a
country. Since Baekje designated Seoul as the capital city after building
Wiryeseong in Seoul in 18 B.C. and Joseon designated Seoul as the
capital city in 1394, Seoul has served as Korea’s political, economic, social
and cultural center. Hanyangbu was renamed Hanseongbu in 1395, then
Gyeongseongbu in 1910 and Seoul in 1946. It was promoted to Seoul Special
City on August 15, 1949.

■ Demographic Statistics - As of January 1, 2013
Total population of Korea

1,445,631persons

13
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Number of marriage immigrants in Korea

231,520persons

❖ Visit the Seoul Special City website (www.seoul.go.kr)!
The Seoul Special City website provides information in six languages
(Korean, English, Japanese, Chinese, French and Spanish), and
includes news on the public administration of Seoul Special City,
participation of citizens, e-administration services and administration
information
❖ Seek help at 120 Dasan Call Center
120 Dasan Call Center is a new public service system that integrates
the various call centers of Seoul Special City and local gu offices.
Counselors promptly and accurately respond to inquiries from citizens
24-365. The counseling services are available via phone, SMS, sign
language, IMS and in foreign languages.
Phone counseling service of 120 Dasan Call Center in foreign languages

Total population
of Korea
50,948,000

Total population
of Seoul
10,195,000

persons

persons

Number of marriage
immigrants in Seoul

Number of foreign
residents in Seoul

49,251persons

395,640persons

■ Administrative Districts
Seoul has 25 self-governed
districts and 423 administrative dongs

Dobong-gu
Eunpyeong-gu

Gangbuk-gu

Seongbuk-gu
Seodaemun-gu
Gangseo-gu

Jongno-gu
Jung-gu

Mapo-gu

Yangcheon-gu Yeongdeungpo-gu
Guro-gu
Geumcheon-gu

Yongsan-gu

Dongjak-gu

Gwanak-gu

Nowon-gu

Jungnang-gu

Dongdaemun-gu
Gangdong-gu
Seongdong-gu
Gwangjin-gu

Songpa-gu
Gangnam-gu
Seocho-gu

• Expert counselors provide counseling services or three-party interpretation
services. This service is available in five languages(English, Chinese,
Japanese, Vietnamese and Mongol language)
• Hours of operation: 365 days, 09:00 through 22:00
• How to use: Call 120 → Press 9 at ARS → Press the number for your language
▶ 1.English ▶ 2.Chinese ▶ 3.Japanese ▶ 4.Vietnamese ▶ 5.Mongol language
• Counseling is available on the following: Living information, tourism
information, mass transportation, three-party interpretation, etc

120 Dasan Call Center operates the Happy Call Service for Foreigners.
Counselors call foreigners once or twice a week and provide living
information and counseling services in foreign languages. Apply for the
services at 120dasan.seoul.go.kr
(Visit the website → 120 Counseling Service → Apply for Happy Call
Service for Foreigners)
Name of center

Telephone
number

SMS counseling

Website

Dasan 120 Call Center

120

Send SMS to 02-120

120dasan.seoul.go.kr

Introduction to Seoul
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Information on foreign residents
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❖ When information on alien registration is changed

Immigration Office

If any of the following information is changed, a declaration of alien
registration information change shall be made at the immigration
service with jurisdiction within 14 days from the date of change. Failure
to declare a change within the specified time period may lead to a
penalty

Immigration Office,
Go to Immigration Office
to register alien.

▹ You may use the e-declaration service at
• Items to declare: Name, date of birth, nationality, passport number, date
of issuance and expiry
• Location of application: Immigration service with jurisdiction
• D ocuments required: Declaration of change of alien registration
information, passport and alien registration card

Information on foreign residents
1. How to register as an alien                                            

❖ How to reissue an alien registration car
Contact ☎ 1345

❖	Marriage immigrants (holders of Visa F-6) must visit the immigration

service or the office in charge of their address, accompanying their
spouses, within 90 days of their date of entrance to Korea, in order to
register as an alien and extend the duration of stay
※ Reservations can be made by visiting the office(www.hikorea.go.kr)
▹ Documents Submitted for Alien Registration
• Application for alien registration
• Passport and photo (3.5×4.5㎝)
• Certificate of marital status of the Korean spouse and a copy of his or

her resident registration
• P rocessing charge of KRW 40,000 (Issuance charge for the alien
registration card: KRW 20,000; charge for extension of the duration of
stay: KRW 20,000)

Apply to reissue the alien registration card within 14 days of its loss
▹ Loss of Alien Registration Card
• Items to declare: Loss of alien registration card
• Location of application: Immigration service in charge
• Documents required: Passports, application for reissuance of the alien
registration card, KRW 20,000 for fees, a photo (3.5×4.5㎝) and the
document proving the reason for application
www.hikorea.go.kr

Useful multicultural
information

※ You may use the e-declaration service at (www.hikorea.go.kr)

Information on foreign residents
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❖ When information on alien registration is changed
If any of the following information is changed, a declaration of alien

registration information change shall be made at the immigration service
with jurisdiction within 14 days from the date of change. Failure to
declare a change within the specified time period may lead to a penalty
※ You may use the e-declaration service at www.hikorea.go.kr
▹ Declaration of Change of Residence
• Reason for declaration: Change of residence
• Location of application: Gu office or immigration service responsible for

the new address

• Documents required: Declaration of change of residence, passport, alien

registration card and a copy of resident registration of the spouse with
the report of moving-in marked

2. How to apply for permanent residency (F-5)

Contact ☎ 1345

❖ Foreign spouses of native Koreans who hold an F-6 visa, have lived in Korea for

two or more years, have never been charged with a crime in Korea and have the
basic skills necessary for life in Korea including Korean language skills may apply
for permanent residency (F-5 Visa) by visiting the immigration service in charge.

19

(1) Having maintained an address in
Korea for two years or longer
af ter marr ying their Korean
spouse, or for one year or longer
after being married to their Korean spouse for three years
(2) Applicant does not meet the terms specified in (1) for a reason for which
she or he is not responsible, including death or disappearance of spouse
while living in Korea after marrying the Korean spouse, and the reason
has continued for the remaining period
(3) Applicant does not meet the terms specified in (1) but has raised a child
who is a minor and is a child of the spouse during the remaining period
※ Notes
 hen applying for naturalization as a marriage immigrant, the marriage immigrant shall be
W
accompanied by the Korean spouse, and it must be confirmed that the marriage is being
normally maintained.
If the marriage immigrant is not accompanied by the Korean spouse, due diligence will be
performed to confirm the status of maintenance of marital relations after application for
naturalization is submitted.

❖ Evaluation of eligibility for naturalization
▹ Evaluation of eligibility for naturalization consists of a written test and an

interview

▹ Written test : Test on basic Korean knowledge, including understanding of|

the history, politics, culture, language and customs of Korea

▹ Interview : Test on basic conditions including Korean language skills and

attitude as a Korean citizen

3. How to acquire Korean citizenship after marriage

Contact ☎ 1345

▹ Those who score 60 points or higher on the written test and pass the

interview are categorized as eligible for naturalization.

❖M
 arriage immigrants who are 19 years old or older, have never been

charged with a crime in Korea, have the basic skills required to be
Korean citizens including Korean language skills and have the ability to
support themselves (including through the support of family members)
may apply for naturalization at the attached building of Seoul
Immigration Service when they meet one of the following conditions.

For details about the level, scope and reason for exemption from
the written test and the interview for naturalization, please visit the
e-government website for foreigners, Hi Korea (www.hikorea.go.kr) →
Information → Nationality / Naturalization.

Useful multicultural
information
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4. General Information Center for Foreigners                               

❖ Information on renunciation of citizenship for naturalization
Contact ☎ 1345

▹ Foreigners who have acquired Korean nationality must renounce their

original nationality within a year from the date of acquisition of Korean
citizenship.
▹ Foreigners who have been naturalized due to marriage may maintain their
original nationality. To apply for dual nationality, contact the embassy of
your home country to check your eligibility for the declaration of nonexercise of the original nationality, and apply for the declaration of nonexercise of the foreign nationality.
▹ Foreigners who fail to do either of the above shall lose their Korean

nationality after a year from the date of acquisition of Korean citizenship.

▹ Foreigners who have lost their Korean nationality after a year may re-

acquire Korean nationality by renouncing their foreign nationality and
declaring the renouncement within a year from their loss of Korean
nationality

Korean
nationality
Naturalization

21
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❖M
 ulti-language information services including information and civil request

services necessary for foreigners’ adaptation in Korea via phone and the Internet
❖T
 he information center for foreigners provides phone counseling services in 20

languages (Korean, English, Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese, Thai, Mongol,
Hindi, Malaysian, French, Bangladesh, Pakistani, Russian, Nepali, Khmer,
Burmese, German, Spanish, Filipino, Arabic and Sri Lankan languages).
❖ Telephone number: call 1345 from mobile or fixed line
❖ Hours of operation: 09:00 through 20:00, weekdays

    (Services in Korean, English and Chinese are operated after 18:00)
❖ Scope of services
▹ With a focus on services related to immigration service and Korea

Immigration Service, counseling services on administration and life are
being provided in multiple languages to help foreigners adapt to Korean
society.

Visa-related
services

Immigration-related
services

ID card-related
services

Visa-related
services

Dual
nationality
Refugee-related
services

Social inclusion
programs

Major
Services

Foreigner-related
crime report

Naturalizationrelated services

Useful multicultural
information
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5. Immigration services
❖ Immigration Service manages affairs related to foreigner registration,
immigration, visa issuance and extension, management of stay of
foreigners, nationality, refugees, immigration offenders and recognition
of refugees.
For details, please visit the website www.immigration.go.kr
Organization

District under jurisdiction

Address

Phone/Fax No.

• 9 gu of Seoul
• Gwanak, Gwangjin, Gangnam,
Seoul Immigration Gangdong, Dongjak, Songpa,
Office
Seongdong, Seocho, Yongsan.

151, Mokdongdong-ro, T 02-2650-6212
F 02-2650-6295
Yangcheon-gu

1. Happy Start Program

Contact ☎ 1345

❖	H appy Start Program is a program that provides new marriage

immigrants with the basic living tips they need to adapt to Korean society
so that they can form healthy multicultural families by overcoming cultural
gaps and the sense of difference in their initial stage of settlement.
▹ Eligibility: Foreigners who have entered Korea with an F-6 visa
▹ Period of application: Before the alien registration (90 days) after entering

Korea through international marriage

Network (www.socinet.go.kr) and application

• 7 gu of Seoul
• Seodaemun, Mapo, Gangseo,
151, Mokdongdong-ro, T 02-2650-4631
Yangcheon, Yeongdeungpo,
F 02-2650-4691
Yangcheon-gu
Guro, Geumcheon
• Gwangmyeong-si
--Nationality Division-Yangcheon annex
T 02-2650-6399
Bldg, 93 Mokdong
• Nationality and Refugee Division
F 02-2650-6330
nam-ro, Yangcheon  - Nationality Division:
gu
Nationality-related task
Seoul Immigration
  Refugee
Division:
Office Annex Bidg.
Refugee application ·
--Refugee Division-Screening · suit-related task
T 02-2650-6399
Main Bldg, 4F #401,
93 Mokdong nam-ro, F 02-2650-4556
Yangcheon-gu

• 9 gu of Seoul
Seoul Immigration • Jongno, Jung-gu, Eunpyeong,
Office Sejongno Dongdaemun,, Jungnang,
Branch Office
Dobong, Seongbuk, Gangbuk,
Nowon

What programs are available for immigrants?

▹ Method of application: Subscription to Immigration & Social Integration

• Seongnam-si, Anyang-si,
Hanam-si, Gwacheon-si

Seoul Immigration
Nambu Office

23

What programs are available for immigrants?

2,3F Seoul Global
Tower, 38 Jongno-gu,
Seoul

T 02-731-1799
F 02-731-1791

▹ Benefits: 2-year extension of stay at the first application for extension
▹ Schedule and location of program operation

• Date: 14:00, second or fourth Thursdays of every month (for three hours)
• Location: Immigration Service or meeting rooms of branches of
immigration service
※ Note: Location is subject to change.
▹ Contents of program
• Affairs related to immigration including stay and nationality
• Introduction to basic living tips and policy supporting marriage immigrants
• Opportunities to meet marriage immigrants who have lived in Korea for
a longer period of time

Useful multicultural
information
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2. Social Inclusion Program

Contact ☎ 1345

❖ The Social Inclusion Program is a program that helps marriage immigrants

to successfully settle in Korea by systematically providing the basic
knowledge (Korean language and understanding of the society of Korea)
marriage immigrants need for adaptation and self-support in Korean society.
▹ Eligibility: Aliens legitimately registered in Korea and those who have
been naturalized for less than three years
▹ Method of application: Subscription to Immigration & Social Integration
Network (www.socinet.go.kr) and application
       ※ Contact for social inclusion program for immigrants: 1345 (information
center for foreigners)
▹ Registration and participation in education
• Register with the Immigration & Social Integration Network (socinet) online
during the application period, take the level test and use the program.
         ※ For participation in levels higher than level 0 (basic Korea), the level
test is required
▹ Benefits for those who have completed the program
• Exemption from the written test and the interview for acquisition of
nationality; and reduction of the waiting period for review of the nationality
• Additional points (up to 26 points) when changing the type of visa (F-2) of
experts through the scoring system
• Exemption from proving of Korean language skills when applying for
permanent citizenship
※ Notes
▶ If you fail to attend the program for 30 days or more due to unavoidable
reasons including childbirth, treatment and family affairs, the attendee
should apply to suspend program attendance at the Immigration & Social
Integration Network (My Page) within 15 days (Registration must be made
again within 2 years to complete the program).
▶	If

attendee fails to attend the program for 30 days or more without special
reasons, the attendee will be expelled and the previous completion status
becomes invalid.

Introduction to the multicultural policy of Seoul Special City
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Introduction to the multicultural
policy of Seoul Special City
❖	Seoul Special City operates customized policies to strengthen the

competencies of marriage immigrants, provide educational support
for multicultural children, promote healthy relations in multicultural
families and aid in the development of the healthy multicultural society
by strengthening the self-support capacities of Korea’s continuously
growing multicultural families
Name of
Program

Department in
Charge

Telephone
Number

Operation of
• Operation of 24 multicultural family support centers
Multicultural
Family Support • Korean language education, translation and
interpretation services and coordinator operation
Centers

Multicultural
Affairs Division

2133-5069

• Operation of advanced Korean language classes for
Operation of
  multicultural families (programs for advanced Korean
advanced
Korean language language, programs for job seekers and classes for
classes
  those who are preparing for TOPIK)

Multicultural
Affairs Division

2133-5069

Description of Program

Support to
reinforce
job seeking
competencies
of marriage
immigrants

• Operation of the Seoul Special City organization for
job seekers and business start-ups in areas with high
concentrations of multicultural families
• Operation of customized programs for marriage
immigrants seeking jobs or establishing businesses

Multicultural
Affairs Division

Operation
of internship
programs
for marriage
immigrants

• Financial support for businesses hiring marriage
immigrants as Interns and financial support for those
who are participating in Internship programs
• Target facilities: 19 New Career Centers for Female

Female & Family
Policy Bureau

2133-5081
(Dedicated Line)
2607-8796

2133-5032

2133-5072

Development of • Operation of counseling center and temporary shelter
for marriage immigrants in Seoul
Multicultural
the safety net
for multicultural • Professional, comprehensive counseling services for Affairs Division (Dedicated Line)
families
multicultural families and support for victims of violence
733-0120

Useful multicultural
information
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Name of
Program
Operation of
protection and
rehabilitation
support
facilities for
marriage
immigrants
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Description of Program

Department in
Charge

• Provision of shelters, emergency protection and various
counseling services for marriage immigrants and their Female & Family
children who are victims of domestic violence or forced Policy Bureau
prostitution

Telephone
Number

2133-5042

Operation
of daycare
centers for
multicultural
children

• Designation and support for integrated childcare
center of Seoul Special City , among daycare centers
for multicultural children

Childbirth and
Parenting
Bureau

2133-5104

Visiting
classes for
multicultural
children

• Visiting instructors to help multicultural children develop Multicultural
  basic academic skills including Korean language,
Affairs Division
English, math, social studies and the sciences

2133-5073

Publication of • Publication of storybooks by life stage to provide
storybooks by bilingual storybooks and the information needed at
life stage
each life stage
Operation
of special
• Operation of programs to improve public awareness,
programs for
education of children and family relations that meet the
multicultural
needs of multicultural families
family support
Activation
of the local
multicultural
communities

Multicultural
Affairs Division

• Support for building local communities in which
Multicultural
  foreigners and native Koreans can live harmoniously and
seek co-prosperity by solving issues of the communities Affairs Division

Programs to
support the • Operation of mental health clinic
mental health
of multicultural • Operation of visiting mental health promotion program
families
Medical
consulting
services of
Seoul Call
Center for
Health

Multicultural
Affairs Division

• Medical interpretation services in five languages, 24 hours a
day (English, Chinese, Japanese, Mongol and Vietnamese)
• Information on medical organizations and pharmacies
supporting foreigners

Eunpyeong
Hospital

Health-Care
Policy Division

2133-5069

2133-5073

2133-5073

300-8248
300-8288

2133-7539

Introduction to the multicultural policy of Seoul Special City

Name of Program

Description of Program

Medical support • Medical support for the isolated, including immigrant
for the isolated, workers
including foreign
• Medical interpretation and nursing services
workers

Support for
acquisition of
diplomas by
multicultural
families

• Special screening for multicultural children at the
University of Seoul

120 Dasan Call
Center counseling • Counseling services in foreign languages
services in foreign • Happy Call Service for foreigners
languages

Support for
communities of
foreigners and
multicultural
families

Department in
Charge

27

Telephone
Number

Health-Care
2133-7539
Policy Division

Admission
Management
Center of
6490-6183
University of
Seoul

Public
Volunteering

724-1531

• Support for cultural events of foreigners’ communities
• Support for self-support communities of Multicultural
Family Support Centers
• Support for parents’ communities consisting of multicultural
  parents and native Korean parents of students

Multicultural 2133-5076
Affairs Division 2133-5072

Operation of
centers to eliminate • Organization and operation of the monitoring group to
inconveniences
eliminate inconveniences and make improvements
in daily life for
  from the foreigners’ perspectives
foreigners

Multicultural
2133-5076
Affairs Division

Education for
development of • Foreign instructors of various nationalities visit kindergartens,
a global mindset primary schools, middle schools or high schools in Seoul to
among young
introduce multiculturalism and run experience sessions.
adults

Multicultural
2133-5079
Affairs Division

• Operation of Hanultari website for multicultural families
Provision of
online and offline of Seoul Special City
living information • Operation of My Seoul, the smart phone app for
services (website, multicultural families
app and living • Production and publication of living newsletters for
newsletters)
multicultural families

Multicultural
2133-5081
Affairs Division

Useful multicultural
information
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Organizations for multicultural families
1. Multicultural Family Support Centers

Life support services are operated for multicultural children from age 3 to age 12.

▹ Counseling for individuals and families; and case management (visiting

and via phone)
Support for relieving stress and improving self-confidence of multicultural
families
▹ Classes for linguistic genius
Classes for multicultural children in the mother languages of marriage
immigrants
▹ Language skills development classes
Language skills evaluation and education for multicultural children
▹ Translation and interpretation services for marriage immigrants
Translation and interpretation services for marriage immigrants who have
recently moved to Korea and have communication problems

❖	Multicultural family support centers are organizations established to

help marriage immigrants and their families to enjoy a stable life in
Korea. Diverse and comprehensive services are being provided at 24
Multicultural Family Support Centers (excluding Seocho-gu).

※ Each self-governed gu of Seoul operates diverse programs.
Refer to the information on centers below, and contact the
center via phone or visit it in person.

▹ Korean language education

Phased Korean language education to help immigrants develop everyday
Korean skills and a better understanding of Korean culture
• Eligibility (group education): Marriage immigrants and their children (19
and above)
• Eligibility (visiting education): Marriage immigrants (less than 5 years
fromthe date of entrance) and their children (18 or below)

▹ Integrated education for multicultural families

Education to improve understanding of the various roles in the family and
Korea’s family culture

▹ Education services for parents (visiting)

Education and information on childcare by life stage are provided, and
family counseling services are provided for marriage immigrants living in
areas lacking access to group education and for marriage immigrants with
a child under the age of 12.

▣ Information on multicultural family support centers of Seoul
Center Name
Dongdaemun-gu
Seongbuk-gu

Address

Telephone No.

Language service

#223, College of Human Ecology, 26,
Gyeonghui-daero

957-1073

Chinese, Vietnamese,
Japanese, Mongolian

2F, Pastral Center For Labor, 95,
Bomun-ro

953-0468

Chinese, Vietnamese,
Cambodian

846-5432

Chinese, Vietnamese,
Mongolian, Thai, Russian

63-26, Dongjak-daero 29-gil

599-3260

Chinese, Vietnamese

369, Yongmasan-gil (62-2, Myeonmok-dong)

435-4149

Vietnamese

287, Macheon-ro

403-3844

Chinese

Yeongdeungpo-gu 4F, 24-5, Yeongdeungpo-ro 84-gil
(Seoul base center) Singil Social Welfare Center
Dongjak-gu
Jungnang-gu
Songpa-gu

Useful multicultural
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Center Name

Address

Telephone No.

Language service

2606-2037

Vietnamese

50, Digital-ro 32ga-gil

869-0317

Chinese, Vietnamese

40, Geumha-ro, 11-gil, Sigeungbondong Community Center

803-7743

Vietnamese

883-9383

Vietnamese

473-4986

Chinese, Vietnamese,
Cambodian

4F, Gomdallae Culture Welfare
Gangseo-gu
Center,50, Gangseo-ro 5-gil
Guro-gu
Geumcheon-gu

Gwanak-gu 128, Ssukgogae-ro
Gangdong-gu 2F, 41, Yangjae-daero 138-gil
Nowon-gu

Gaon Bldg, 4F, 94, Dongil-ro 173ga-gil

979-3502

Vietnamese

Jongno-gu

2F, Dongbu Women Culture Center,124,
Changsin-gil

764-3521

Vietnamese

458-0666

Chinese

945-7381

Vietnamese

Eunpyeong-gu Seongji Bldg, 3F, 156 Seooreung-ro

376-3731

Chinese

Seodaemun-gu 244, Jeungga-ro

375-7530

Vietnamese

22, Yanghwa-ro 1-gil Holt temporary
protection

3142-5027

Vietnamese

4F, Gangnamgu Health Family Support
Center, 617-8, Gaepo-ro

3414-3346

Chinese, Vietnamese

3395-9445

Vietnamese

990-5432

Vietnamese

2699-6900

Vietnamese

792-9174

Vietnamese

2254-3670

-

Gwangjin-gu 2F, 23, Neungdong-ro 30-gil
Gangbuk-gu

Mapo-gu
Gangnam-gu

4F, Gangbuk Women•Childcare
Information Center, 9, Insubong-ro 66-gil

Seongdong-gu 9, Muhak-ro 6-gil
Dobong-gu 2F, Dobong-gu Hall, 552, Dobong-ro
Yangcheon-gu

3F, Sinwol 5(o)-dong Community
Service Center, 10, Hwagok-ro 4-gil

1F, Yongsan Women’s Culture Center,
Yongsan-gu
274, Itaewon-ro
Jung-gu

3F, Jung-gu Facilities Management
Corporation 22, Dongho-ro 8da-gil
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2. CMCK
❖ CMCK is an education center for multicultural children that fall through

the cracks in the education system that helps to ease their difficulties
    adapting to life in Korea and supports their stability through education
     on Korean language, career development and job seeking.
※ Information on education programs
Useful multicultural
information
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Support for Korean ⇢ Korean (basic / intermediate / advanced)
language education
Support for education ⇢ First Multicultural School of Seoul / Qualification    
for recognition of
examination class
achievement
Support for career ⇢ Computer education (license class)
development and job seeking
Education to ⇢ Special ability development program (arts and
support social inclusion
taekwondo) and bilingual education (basic
English and advanced Chinese)
Other support programs ⇢ Special ability development program (arts and
taekwondo) and bilingual education (basic
English and advanced Chinese)
※ The above programs are offered as of 2013, and are subject to change
Name of Center

Address

Telephone No.

Website

CMCK

3F, 43 114-gil, Bongeunsa-ro,
Gangnam-gu

1644-1711

www.mcedu.kr
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3. Counseling Center for Seoul Migrant Women

marriage immigrants who are seeking jobs or establishing businesses.

❖ Seoul Special City operates an emergency shelter for marriage

The center supports marriage immigrants in all job-related areas by
operating education programs for marriage immigrants seeking jobs
or establishing businesses, providing job counseling services, giving
job opportunities and providing follow-up management services.

immigrants and their family members in crisis. The shelter also
provides counseling services for marriage immigrants and multicultural
families living in Seoul who are having family conflicts or are in crisis.
▹ Professional counseling services
			 • Types of damages requiring counseling services: domestic violence,
sexual violence, prostitution, labor-related damages and family conflicts
			 • Hours of operation: 9:00 through 18:00, weekdays
			 • Counseling services in multiple languages: Korean, Chinese, English,
Vietnamese, Tagalog and Mongol language
			 • Cyber counseling: Board of the website of Hanultari www.mcfamily.or.kr
▹ Emergency shelter (Hanultari shelter): Short-term protection for up to
three months
Name of Center

Address

Counseling Center for 6F, Seoul Global Center Building,
Seoul Migrant Women
38 Jong-ro, Jongno-gu

Telephone No.

Website

733-0120

www.mcfamily.or.kr

Marriage immigrants who seek jobs or establish businesses can get
one-to-one counseling services or in-depth counseling services by
visiting the center or contacting the center via phone.
Name of Center

Telephone No.

Address

Website

Seoul job seeking and business
start-ups organization
(Western Center for Female
Development)

2607-8796

Nambusunhwan-ro,
Yangcheon-gu

seobu.seoulwomen.or.kr

Organizations for foreigner support
4.Organizations focusing on job seeking and business start-ups
in Seoul
❖ Seoul Special City has designated the Western Center for Female

Development, which is located in the southwestern part of the city,
an area with a high concentration of multicultural families, as a Seoul
Special City organization to assist job seekers and business start-ups.
The City has established a comprehensive help desk for job seekers
and business start-ups, which provides one-stop support services for

1. Seoul Global Center
❖ Seoul Global Center is an organization operated by Seoul Special City to

provide comprehensive support for foreigners. The Center provides
Korean language classes, visiting Korean language classes, multiculturalism
learning programs and orientation programs for life in Korea. The Center
also provides information services on the acquisition of a driver’s license,
use of banking services, subscription to mobile communication services
and subscription to insurance programs, counseling services for
marriage immigrants, legal counseling services and medical counseling

Useful multicultural
information
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services in ten languages (Korean, English, Chinese, Japanese, Mongol,
Vietnamese, Tagalog, Russian, Uzbek and Thai).
Name

Address

Telephone No.

Homepage

Seoul Global Center

5F, Seoul Global Center Bldg,
38 Jongno, Jongno-gu

2075-4180

global.seoul.go.kr

3. Gangnam Global Business Center
❖ Gangnam Global Business Center provides various information services,

consulting services and other services in English, Chinese and Japanese for
foreigners who have difficulties operating businesses in Seoul due to language
problems and their unfamiliarity with business establishment procedures.
Name

2. Global Village Center
❖ Global Village Centers are located in seven areas of Seoul with high

concentrations of foreign residents. The Centers provide a range of
services to help foreigners successfully settle in Seoul, including
     Korean language classes, cultural experiences and counseling services.
Name

Address

Telephone No.

Homepage

Yeonnam
Global Village Center

3F, 219 Donggyo-ro,
Mapo-gu

6406-8151

www.global.
seoul.go.kr/yeonnam

Yeoksam
Global Village Center

5F, Yeoksam Culture
Center, Yeoksam-ro, 7-gil,
Gangnam-gu

3453-9038

www.global.
seoul.go.kr/yeoksam

Seorae
Global Village Center

3F, 28 Seorae ro,
Seocho-gu

2155-8949

Itaewon
Global Village Center

5F, 211 Itaewon-ro,
Yongsan-gu

2199-8883

www.global.
seoul.go.kr/itaewon

Ichon
Global Village Center

3F, 224, Ichon-ro,
Yongsan-gu

796-2018

www.global.
seoul.go.kr/ichon

3F, 157 Daerim 3-Dong,
Yeongdeungpo-gu

2670-3800

www.global.
seoul.go.kr/
yeongdeungpo

1F, 134 Seongbuk-ro,
Seongbuk-gu

920-3462

Yeongdeungpo
Multicultural
Village Center
Seongbuk
Global Village Center

www.global.
seoul.go.kr/
seorae

www.global.
seoul.go.kr/seongbuk
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Address

Telephone No.

Homepage

Gangnam Global
Business Center

A100, Sangsa Exhibition Center,
2F Coex, World Trade Center, 524
Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu

6001-7240

global.seoul.go.kr/
bizsupport/biz.do

Yeouido Global
Business Center

3F, Seoul IFC One Building, 10
Gookjegeumyoong-ro,
Yeongdeungpo-gu

6137-9830

global.seoul.go.kr/
yeouido/biz.do

4. Global Migrant Center
❖ Global Migrant Center provides foreign workers living or working in
Seoul and their families with counseling, education and medical
     support to aid in their adaptation to Korean society.
Name

Telephone No.

Homepage

Seoul
Global Migrant Center

40 Doshin-ro,
Yeongdeungpo-gu

Address

2632-9933

www.seoulmc.kr

Seongdong
Global Migrant Center

47-1, Muhangno 6-gil,
Seongdong-gu

2282-7974

www.smwc.or.kr

Seongbuk
Global Migrant Center

23 Opaesan-ro 16-gil,
Seongbuk-gu

911-5511

www.ewolgok.or.kr

Geumcheon
Global Migrant Center

129 Gasan-ro,
Geumcheon-gu

868-5208

www.gmwc.or.kr

Kangdong
Global Migrant Center

56 Seongan-ro 13-gil,
Gangdong-gu

478-2555

www.gdwow.or.kr

Yangcheon
Global Migrant Center

27 Sinmok-ro 16-gil,
Yangcheon-gu

2643-0808

www.shinmok.or.kr

Eunpyeong
Global Migrant Center

14-26 Eunpyeong-ro 21-gil,
Eunpyeong-gu

388-6343

www.emwc.or.kr

Useful multicultural
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5. Seoul Global Culture & Tourism Center
❖ Tourism information is provided in English, Chinese and Japanese,
   and programs that offer experiences in traditional Korean culture,
   including Korean paper craft, as well as other cultural programs
including cartoon drawing programs are provided. There is an Internet
Zone and coin lockers to maximize convenience for travelers
Name

Address

Telephone No.

Homepage

Seoul Global
Culture&Tourism Center

5F, 27 M Plaza, Myeongdong
8-gil, Jung-gu

3789-7961

www.
seoultourism.kr

Introduction to My Seoul, the smartphone app for foreign residents
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Introduction to My Seoul,
the smartphone app for foreign residents

Free downloads available at
Google Play Store.
Search My Seoul and download the app.
Smartphone app for foreign residents in Seoul

My Seoul is the smart phone application released by Seoul Special
City to support stable settlement in Seoul and improve convenience for foreign
workers, multicultural families and foreign students staying and living in Korea.

Introduction to the Website of
Seoul for Multicultural Families
❖ Seoul Special City operates a city website for multicultural families
called Hanultari. The website serves as a venue to provide various
information necessary for life in Seoul and interactions with multicultural
families.
▹ Major contents
• Various useful information including administrative information, living
information and job information
• Online counseling services via boards for cyber counseling
• Sharing of useful information through boards for sharing stories, hiring
employees and seeking jobs
▹ Supported languages: Korean, English, Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese,
Mongol, Tagalog and Khmer languages
※ Thai and Russian languages to be added
▹ Address of the website: www.mcfamily.or.kr

▹ Supported languages: Korean, English, Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese,
Mongol, Tagalog and Khmer languages
※ Thai and Russian languages to be added
▹ Major services
Services
Life in Seoul

Descriptions
• Administrative information including immigration information and
information on childbirth and childcare support
• Living information including information on transportation, housing,
communication and banking

Information service

• Notices and job information at the Hanultari website and boards of Seoul Global Center
• Posting of video news in multiple languages for immigrants

Chatting in multiple
languages

• Chatting service for app users

Korean
language programs

• Operation of video Korean language education
programs, the broadcasting program for immigrants

Useful telephone numbers
and telephone services

• Telephone number search and connection services

International calls

• International calling services available at domestic calling rates

Dasan Call Center

• Introduction of Dasan Call Center, information on use of services and
connection to Dasan Call Center

Wage calculator

• Automatic wage calculation services for foreign workers

Useful multicultural
information
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Easy-to-learn
administrative
information
Support for childbirth and childcare
Services available when raising a child
Seeking help when you are sick
Useful information about schooling
Support for lease of a house
Seeking help when facing financial difficulties
Information on affairs requiring a declaration to an administrative organization

The
Hanultari
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Items
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Support for childbirth and childcare
1. Support for childbirth and childcare provided by Seoul Special City
❖	Seoul Special City provides financial support for medical examinations,
medical expenses and childcare expenses to reduce the financial
burden on households and promote the health of children
Items

Support
for
pregnant
women

Program Name

Description

Supply of
folic acid

• Eligibility : Pregnant women in early pregnancy
• Description : Supply of folic acid up to 3 months into the pregnancy

Supply of
iron

• Eligibility: Pregnant women who are five months pregnant (20 weeks)
• Description: Supply of iron until childbirth

Support
for infertile
couples

• Eligibility: Infertile couple who is legally married and whose  
income is 150% the national average monthly income or less
(the wife must be 44 years of age or younger)
• Number: in vitro fertilization supported up to four times and
intrauterine insemination up to three times
• In vitro fertilization: Up to KRW 1,800,000 per session
  (KRW 3,000,000 for beneficiaries of basic livelihood support)
  Intrauterine insemination: Up to KWR 500,000 per session    
(flat for beneficiaries of basic livelihood support)

Saturday
• Eligibility: Working pregnant women
examination
- Descriptions: Supply of folic acid and iron, and nationally required vaccinations
services for working
pregnant women ※ Details may vary depending on the public health center of each local government
Pre- and postbirth health
management
for pregnant
women

• Eligibility: Pregnant women
• Descriptions: Maternity examination for pregnant women (anemia,
sexually transmitted diseases, Type B hepatitis and antibody tests),
congenital anomaly tests and pre-birth and post-birth management
※ Details may vary depending on the public health center of each local government

Description

Remarks

• Eligibility: Families with a monthly income that is 50% of the
Helper support national monthly average income or less
for new mothers • Descriptions: Health management of new mothers and newborn   
and newborn
babies for 2 weeks (12 days)
babies
(meal services for new mothers, guidance on breastfeeding and
bathing a newborn)
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Program Name
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Remarks

Support
for
new
mothers

Health
Improvement
Division
2133-7576
Local public
health centers

Medical
support for
preterm
infants and
congenital
anomaly

• Eligibility: Preterm infants of families with incomes is 150% the
national monthly average income or less (weight at birth is below
2.5kg, or birth occurs before 37 weeks of pregnancy) and babies
with congenital anomalies
• Descriptions: Support for medical expense and surgery expense
   (up to KRW 15,000,000)
※ Support for the third child or more is provided regardless of
income level.

Support for
screening for
congenital
disorders
and patient
management

• Eligibility: All babies
• Descriptions: Free screening for congenital disorders (six types)
※ Supply of specially formulated milk powder and medical
expenses when diagnosed

Medical
examination
of infants and
children

• Eligibility: Infants who receive medical support and are below age 6
• Descriptions: A total of seven medical examinations
Health
• Schedule: Age of 4 months, 9 months, 18 months, 30 months, 42
Improvement
months, 54 months and 66 months
Division
• Items: Medical examinations, development evaluation, counseling,
2133-7580
dental examination and health education, etc.
Local Public
※ Support for intensive examination expenses for those who
Health Centers
      require intensive examinations based on the results of the
medical examinations for infants and children

• Eligibility: Infants, pregnant women, new mothers and
breastfeeding mothers with income less than 200% of the lowest
Nutrition plus
livelihood expenses
program for
pregnant women • Descriptions: Education and counseling on nutrition, supply of
supplementary foods and nutrition evaluation

Financial
support
for
childcare

Support for
childcare
expenses

• Eligibility: All children between the ages of 0 and 5 regardless of
income level (use of facilities)
• Descriptions: KRW 394,000 for each child below 12 months, KRW
  347,000 children aged 1, KRW 286,000 children aged 2 and KRW
220,000 for children between 3 and 5

Health
Improvement
Division
2133-7576
Local Public
Health

Health I
mprovement
Division
2133-7572
Local Public
Health Centers
Childbirth and
Parenting
Bureau
2133-5095
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Items

Program Name

Description

• Eligibility: Children up to age 5 who are not using
facilities, regardless of income level
Childcare
support for
• Descriptions: KRW 200,000 for children below 12
children not   months, KRW 150,000 for children between 12
using daycare   months and 24 months, KRW 100,000 for children
centers
  between 24 months and 36 months and KRW
100,000 for children between 3 and 5 years

Financial
support for
childcare

• Eligibility: Families with two or more children (the
youngest child shall be 13 or below)
• Issuance: Apply online (http://seouli.bccard.com/) or
at the branches of Woori Bank or resident centers.
Issuance of • Benefits: 30% discount for holders of Dadungee
Dadungee
Happiness Card with two children, 50% discount
Happiness Card for holders of Dadungee Happiness Card with three
or more children on public parking spaces of Seoul
Special City; and 50% discounts at English villages
for Dadungee Happiness Card holders having three
or more children
• Eligibility: Families with three or more children under 18
(including adopted children)
• Descriptions: Exemption of the acquisition tax for
passenger vehicles for the purpose of taking care of
Exemption
children (7 to 10 passenger seats)
of vehicle
acquisition tax • Application: Submit in person at the tax bureau or via
for families
mail, fax or the Internet
with multiple ※ Exemption
children
      When the acquisition tax for passenger vehicles with
      six or less seats is KRW 1,400,000 or less, the tax is  
      exempted. When the tax exceeds KRW 1,400,000,  
      KRW 1,400,000 is deducted.

Discounts of
bus and
subway fares
Transportation
support

Support for childbirth and childcare
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Exclusion of
vehicles carrying
pregnant women
and infants from
the scope of
application of the
no-driving system

• Eligibility: Infants and children aged 6 or below
• Amount of discount: Three infants or children   
accompanied by their guardians may use buses or
subways free of charge.
※ Fares for primary school students are charged
when an infant or a child uses buses or subways
alone.

Remarks

Childbirth and
Parenting Bureau
2133-5095
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▣ Financial support for medical expenses of pregnant women and new

mothers (Gounmom Card)             

Contact ☎ Health & Welfare Call Center 129

	The medical expenses of pregnant women are partially supported
using pregnancy and childbirth support vouchers (cards).
▶

How to apply
① Issuance of certificate of pregnancy
Apply for medical support for pregnancy and childbirth at a
     gynecologist and issue a certificate of pregnancy

Childbirth and
Parenting
Bureau
2133-5123

② Application and acceptance
S
 ubmit the medical support for pregnancy and
     childbirth at a gynecologist and issue a certificate of
     pregnancy to Kookmin Bank, Shinhan Bank, post
     offices and branches of National Health Insurance Service
③ Receiving of cards
Confirm and sign Gounmom Card

Tax Division
2133-3394

▶

▶

Bus Policy
Division
6360-4567

• Eligibility: Vehicles carrying a pregnant woman or an infant
• Descriptions: Certificate of exclusion from the noTransportation
driving program is issued for vehicles carrying a
Policy Division
woman whose pregnancy has been verified (with the
6321-4210
pregnancy handbook) or vehicles carrying a child
• Application: Submit to the resident center

How to designate the method of use

		You may pay the medical expenses related to pregnancy and childbirth using
the card at designated medical organizations, midwives’ centers and oriental
medical organizations. Cardholders are not allowed to pay the medical
expenses in cash and then replace the payment using the card later. Any
amount exceeding the maximum support amount shall be paid by the patient.

Find designated medical organizations

		Via the National Health Insurance Corporation website: http://hi.nhic.or.kr/
(main page > information on hospitals and examination organizations>
hospitals/examination organizations/guidance services)
▶

Amount of support

		KRW 500,000 per baby; KRW 700,000 per twin or per baby if there are
multiple babies
▶

Duration of use

		The card can be used from the date of its receipt until 60 days after the due
date. ※ The remaining amount is automatically cancelled

Easy-to-learn
administrative information
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▣ Financial support for childbirth at places other than medical organizations
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Support for childbirth and childcare

• Call the local government with jurisdiction over your address and make
inquiries

Contact ☎ National Health Insurance Service 1577-1000

Insurance program or is supported by a subscriber to the National
Health Insurance program gives birth to a baby at a place other than a
hospital, clinic or maternity center, financial support of KRW 250,000
is provided as compensation for waiver of the benefits under the
national health insurance scheme.
Visit the branch of the National Health Insurance Service or submit
the document via mail or fax within three years from the date of birth
toapply for the support.
The application form can be downloaded from the MW( Maeum Plus)
Policy website (http://momplus.mw.go.kr).
(Government support policy → Childbirth → Childbirth incentives for
childbirth at places other than medical organizations)

2. Childbirth subsidy
❖	Local governments are providing various childbirth incentives to
increase the birth rate.
The names and the types of incentives vary depending on the local
government, and some incentives are determined based on the number
of children. Apply for the congratulatory money after giving birth to a baby.
▹ The terms of incentives, including the eligible number of children and the
living conditions, vary in different gus.
		 • Visit the website of MW(Maeum Plus) Policy → Support policy by
region → Select your city, gun or gu, check the cash support in area
options and search

3. Helper services for new mothers and newborn babies

      

❖	Visiting helper services for health management of new mothers and
newborn babies
▹ Visiting helper services for health management of new mothers and
newborn babies
▹ Description of services
Service vouchers for visiting helper services for 8 hours per day, 12 days
for 2 weeks
※ 3-week services for twins and 4-week services for triplets or more
babies and the severely handicapped (disability rate of 2 or higher)
▹ Period of application
From 40 days before the due date to 30 days after the childbirth (application

must be submitted ten days before using the services
▹ How to apply
The new mother or a related person shall submit the application to the public
health center with jurisdiction over the address
▹ Documents required
Application, document proving the date of birth (due date), a copy of the
health insurance card of the mother, and documents proving income (receipt
or certificate of payment of the national health insurance premium of the
previous month or the paycheck)
▹ Government subsidy: varies by income level. Contact the public health
center in charge of the address.
Patient responsibility: varies by service price of organizations providing
the services. Contact the organizations providing the services. (Patient
responsibility = service price of organizations providing the services –
government subsidy)

Easy-to-learn
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When a pregnant woman who is a subscriber to the National Health
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Services available when raising a child
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❖ Application for inclusion on the waiting list of daycare centers You can
apply via the Internet to be included on the waiting list of daycare
centers. Results are reported by the managers in charge of the
facilities, and you can also view the results by logging in to the website
after real name authentication.
Nursery

▹ How to apply : Visit the website → Apply to be included on the waiting
list of the center → Facility view → Apply for a reservation
❖ Reservations for daycare services
Reservations to use daycare services for a certain period of time
can be made. When making reservations, the data is delivered to the
daycare center in real time, and the results are sent to the mobile
phones registered at point of registration
Telephone No.

Website

Childcare Portal of Seoul Special City

120

iseoul.seoul.go.kr
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Website

Services available when raising a child
1. Childcare Portal of Seoul Special City
❖	Seoul Special City operates a childcare portal providing information
services on daycare centers, view of childcare services and
reservations of daycare services
Real-time online
daycare center
reservation services

• Application to be included on the waiting list for a daycare center
• Online reservation of the services of hour-based daycare centers,
holiday daycare centers and 24-hour daycare centers

Information on daycare
centers

• Detailed information on daycare centers for easy selection of a daycare
center and the convenience of users

Diverse childcare
information services

• Diverse childcare information including recommended books, recommended
activities, places for excursions, health tips and nutrition information

Childcare
services

Nursery

2. Childcare organizations for multicultural children

Region

Name

Address

Gangdong-gu

Gokgyo Nursery

23, Cheonjung-ro 12-gil

472-4200

228

Hanseong Nursery

40, Banghwa-daero 48-gil

2662-6668

131

872-0726

75

88, Neungdong-ro 4-gil

458-3372

154

Gwanak-gu

District Nakseongdae Nursery 12-6, Inheon 11-gil

Telephone No. Capacity

Gwangjin-gu

Euddeum Nursery

Geumcheon-gu

District Geumju Nursery

34, Siheung-daero 70-gil

808-1175

98

Seongdong-gu

Cheil Nursery

1-1, Wangsimni-ro 28-gil

2294-1656

116

Seongbuk-gu

Bethelehem Nursery

131-39, Seongbuk 1dong

3676-7705

20

Songpa-gu

Sanseong Nursery

12, Macheon-ro 41-gil

449-5552

121

Yangcheon-gu District Eunhaengjeong Nursery 57, Jungang-ro 46-gil

2608-0406

134

24-5, Yeongdeungpo-ro 84-gil

846-8674

94

Daerim 2(i)-dong Nursery

25, Daerim-ro 23-gil

832-9909

89

Samuel Nursery

1, Itaewon-ro 150-gil

796-7470

52

Samuel Nursery

Yeongdeungpo-gu

Yongsan-gu

Sinil Nursery

1, Itaewon-ro 150-gil

3785-2007

39

Eunpyeong-gu

District Nokbeon Welfare
Center Nursery

14, Eunpyeong-ro 21-gil

358-4695

86

Jungnang-gu

Dungji Nursery

19, Gongneung-ro 14-gil

974-6893

197

Dobong-gu

Saebom Nursery

20, Dobong-ro 127-gil

3493-9826

63

Seodaemun-gu

Bugahyeon Nursery

26, Bugahyeon-ro 5ra-gil

312-1401

77

484, Beotkkot-ro

863-0106

58

Guro Nursery

3, Gurodong-ro 15-gil

861-5280

49

Seongeun Nursery

14, Gurodong-ro 25-gil

864-8114

79

1189, Ori-ro

6910-1071

39

Dream Nursery
Guro-gu

Global Nursery
Dongjak-gu

49

▣ Difference between daycare centers and kindergartens

❖	Integrated daycare centers for multicultural children are integrated
daycare centers for both foreigners and native Koreans. There are
currently 24 integrated daycare centers

Gangseo-gu

Services available when raising a child
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District Goeun Nursery

42-10, Sindaebang 2-gil

834-1097

79

District Multicultural Nursery

28, Dongjak-daero 17-gil

522-5298

49

Yeil Nursery

23, Sangdo-ro 34ga-gil

825-0152

74

Daycare Centers

Kindergartens

Government
• Ministry of Health and Welfare and gu offices
bodies in charge

• Ministry of Education, offices of
education of each city and province

Purpose of
• Childcare
facility operation

• Education of infants

Eligibility

• Babies and infants up to age 5

• Instructors must have completed related
programs at universities or instructor
Qualifications
  development centers and acquired
of instructors
  daycare instructors’ licenses
※ Daycare instructor class 1 through class 3

• Infants from age 3 to age 5

• Instructors must have majored in
  early childhood education and acquired
  teachers’ licenses
※ Kindergarten teacher class 1 & class 2

• National / public daycare centers –
company daycare centers
Types of
facilities

• Private daycare centers – corporate
daycare centers

• National / public kindergartens
• City kindergartens

• Home daycare centers – Parents’
cooperative daycare centers

Hours of
operation

• Regular hours: 07:00 through 19:00
• Extended hours: 19:30 or later
• Nighttime hours: 19:00 through 07:30
• Holiday services

Child care
services

• Half-day programs: 09:00 through 12:00
(3 hours)
• Extended programs; 3 hours to 5 hours
• Full-day programs: 8 hours or longer

Easy-to-learn
administrative information
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3. Childcare Support Program

Contact ☎ 1577-2514

❖	The childcare support program is offered for families with a child who
are not using daycare centers, or families with a child that requires
care outside of the hours of operation of the facilities. The helper visits
the families to provide services
▹ How to use the childcare support service

		 • Government-supported families
		 - Subscribe to the website of idolbom (idolbom.mogef.go.kr) and apply for
the service, or register at the Healthy Family Support Centers (☎15779337) and apply for the service (The service is available one day after the
amount for which the patient is responsible has been paid.)
		 • Families not receiving government support
		 - Register at the idolbom website (idolbom.mogef.go.kr) and apply for services.
Beneficiaries of government support
▶

Families with difficulties in childcare due to work or multiple children
(handicapped parents, double-income families, families with multiple
children and other families with difficulties) are supported.

Application for government support
▶	Parents or guardians of a child shall apply for the services at the resident

centers of the address, and be notified regarding their eligibility for
government support by a gu manager within 14 days from the date of
application.

▶	Application form

① Application for social welfare services and the benefits (change)		
② Documents proving eligibility for government support
		
(documents proving employment status)
※ Notes : Government support may be provided only when the subscribers at the
website of idolbom is matched with the applicants for the government
support.
Homepage name

Telephone No.

Homepage

Child Care Support Business

1577-2514

idolbom.mogef.go.kr
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▹ Descriptions of Childcare Support Services
Name of
Service

Descriptions of Service

Remarks

• Eligibility: Child between the ages of 3 months and 12 months
• Descriptions: Temporary care, play and meal services until the guardians come
·2 hours or longer per session, for up to 480 hours per year is subsidized by
the government
·The service is available for a child using services under the fixed time
program and the full-day program exceeding hours of government subsidy
when the parents pay the full amount.
·KRW 5,000 per hour per child
Hour·Increased by KRW 2,500 per child cared for by the helper
based
·Additional charges of KRW 1,000 per hour during nighttime (21:00~08:00)
childcare
and on weekends (Saturdays, Sundays and holidays)
services
     → The additional charges for families receiving government support are
paid for by the government. For families not receiving government
support, the parents pay the charges.
• Government support: Graded subsidy between KRW 1,000 and KRW 4,000
Childbirth
  per hour for households with an income equal to or less than the national
and
average income, according to the income level
Parenting
※ Children receiving childcare subsidy and educational subsidy shall
Bureau
not receive government subsidy for the hours spent using the daycare
2133-5122
centers or kindergartens.
• Eligibility: A child between the age of 3 months and 12 months
• Description: activities related to infant care including baby meals,
sterilization of bottles, changing of diapers and bathing
·6 hours or more per day, from 120 hours to 200 hours per month for
government subsidy
·KRW 1,000,000 per 200 hours a month and per child
Full-day
·An additional 50% is paid when the helper takes care of an additional child.
childcare
services ·Additional charges of KRW 1,000 per hour during nighttime (21:00~08:00)
and weekends (Saturdays, Sundays and holidays)
• Government subsidy: Available for all income levels; the amount varies from
  KRW 400,000 to KRW 700,000 according to the income level.
※ A child receiving daycare subsidy, education subsidy and hour-based
care subsidy shall not receive government support for full-day care
services.

Idolbom service
(Child caring)

Join the idolbom homepage
and then apply for the
services at the
residential center

Easy-to-learn
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5. Support Center for Childcare                                    

Kids love card

❖ There are 25 support centers for childcare per self-governed district.
The centers provide young mothers with no experience providing
childcare and parents raising a baby at home with comprehensive
information services covering pregnancy and childcare
▹ Major programs

Contact ☎ 1661-9361

❖ The temporary daycare program is a service that is available for

emergencies or unavoidable circumstances.
▹ Hours of Operation: 09:00 through 18:00, weekdays
▹ Fees: KRW 4,000 per hour
▹ Government Subsidy: The government pays KRW 2,000 for each child
who receives the childcare subsidy (child being raised at home) that is aged
6 to 36 months
       ※ The government subsidy is provided within the limit of 40 hours per
month per child, and fees exceeding the limit shall be paid by parents.
▹ Payment: Please issue and pay with Aisarang Card.
		 ※ Inquiries about card issuance: 1566-0233
▹ Please bring: ID card, certificate of family relations and personal
belongings (diapers, extra clothes, snacks, etc.)
▹ How to apply: Reserve online in advance or call the center on the day of
service use
		 • Advance reservation: Reserve via the childcare portal (www.childcare.
go.kr) at least one efore service use
• Reservation for the day’s service: Call the childcare information center
for your address that provides the temporary daycare program.

▹ Contact for inquiries about programs operated
        •the website of the centers or call the centers.
Name of Website

Telephone No.

Website

Seoul Educare Information Center

772-9814

seoul.childcare.go.kr

Easy-to-learn
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4. Temporary daycare program

		 • The programs vary depending on the center, but the centers generally
operate a childcare café where parents can exchange information on
childcare, education programs for children and parents and experience
halls where children can learn through experiences. The centers also
operate childcare counseling services and hour-based daycare services.

▣ Status of Counseling and Resource Support Centers for Youth of Seoul Special City

▹ Status of support centers for childcare
Self-Governing
Districts

Address

Telephone No.

Website

Gangnam-gu

11, 65-gil, Yeongdongdae-ro

546-1768

gncare.go.kr/cic

Gangdong-gu

16, 6-gil, Seongnae-ro

486-3516

www.gdkids.or.kr

Gangbuk-gu

9, 66-gil, Insubong-ro

994-7480

www.gwcic.or.kr

Gangseo-gu

50 2-gil, Sumyeong-ro

2064-2730

www.gskids.or.kr

Gwanak-gu

128 Ssukgogae-ro

851-2834

www.gwanak.go.kr/educare/main.html

Gwangjin-gu

31 56-ga, Tongil-ro

467-1828

www.gjcare.go.kr

203 Gamasan-ro

859-5432

guroccic.guro.go.kr

894-2264

www.happycare.or.kr

Guro-gu

Geumcheon-gu 70 73-gil, Siheungdae-ro
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Telephone
No.

Website

Seoul Metropolitan
23 11-gil, Euljiro, Seoul Special
Counseling & Resource
City
Support Center for Youth

2285-1318

www.teen1318.or.kr

260, Gosanja-ro, Seongdong-gu

2296-3744

Type of Facilities

Location

17 24-gil Achasan-ro, Gwangjin-gu 2205-2300

www.sdyc.or.kr
cafe.naver.com/gjuscenter

1256 Hancheon-ro, Gangbuk-gu 6715-6660

www.nanna.seoul.kr

212 WorldCup-ro, Mapo-gu

3153-5982

www.youthnaroo.or.kr

110 Munrae-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu 2637-1318

www.mullaeyouth.or.kr

33 20-gil, Yeoeuidaebang-ro,
Dongjak-gu

834-1355

www.boramyc.or.kr

188 Gwangpyeong-ro,
Gangnam-gu

2226-3611

www.youtra.or.kr

Nowon-gu

859 Deoknyong-ro

930-1944

www.nwccic.or.kr

Dobong-gu

28 12-gil Banghak

3494-3341

www.doccic.go.kr/care

2237-5800

ddmccic.or.kr

11 36-gil Yeoeuidaebang-ro

823-4567

www.dccic.go.kr

11 5-gil, Bangbae-ro, Seocho-gu

515-9128

www.sc1318.org

71 1-gil Sangam-ro

308-0202

www.mcic.or.kr

4 4-gil, Jungdae-ro, Songpa-gu

449-0500

www.youth1318.or.kr

3217-9550

www.sdmccic.or.kr

215 Yongmasan-ro, Jungnang-gu

490-0714

Dongdaemun-gu 62 Hwangmul-ro
Dongjak-gu
Mapo-gu

Seodaemun-gu 290 Yeonhee-ro
Seocho-gu

46 347-gil Nambusunhwan-ro

598-9340

youngua.seocho.go.kr

Seongdong-gu 18 3-gil Dduksseom-ro

499-5675

ccic.sd.go.kr

Seongbuk-gu

19 10-gil Opaesan-ro

918-8080

ijoa.gongdan.go.kr

Songpa-gu

235 Jungdae-ro

449-0505

kids.songpa.go.kr

Yangcheon-gu

81 Mokdong-ro

2646-7790

www.ychccic.or.kr

833-6022

www.ydpccic.or.kr

Yeongdeungpo-gu 9 Deokcheon-gil
Yongsan-gu

150 Noksapyeongdae-ro

746-9673

www.ysccic.or.kr

Eunpyeong-gu

4 25ga-gil, Seooreung-ro

351-3629

www.epmjuccic.co.kr

49 1-gil Pirundae-ro

399-0891

www.jnccic.or.kr

28 3-gil Jungnangyeok-ro

495-0030

www.jccic.or.kr

5 32-gil Dasan-ro

2263-2626

www.jgkids.or.kr

Jongno-gu
Jungrang-gu

132 69-gil, Nohae-ro, Dobong-gu 950-9640
49 Madeulgongwon-gil, Nowon-gu
16, 4-gil, Baekryeonsan-ro,
Local Counseling and
Eunpyeong-gu
Resource Support
Centers for Youth 12 Jeungga-ro, Seodaemun-gu
143 Mokdongseo-ro,
Yangcheon-gu

www.jjang.or.kr
www.cdyouth.or.kr

950-3141

www.youthcenter.or.kr

384-1318

www.woori1318.or.kr

3141-1318

www.fun1318.or.kr

2646-8341

www.mokdongcounsel.co.kr

54 30-gil Geumha-ro,
Geumcheon-gu

803-1873

www.cyc.or.kr

26 57ga-gil, Gomdalrae-ro,
Gangseo-gu

2649-1318

www.hgyouth.or.kr

37 Cheongnim 2-gil, Gwangak-gu

871-7942

www.seongbuk.go.kr/sb/
bokji/advice/intro/intro01.jsp
www.go1318.or.kr

6. Counseling and Resource Support Center for Youth

23-9 2-gil, Cheonhodae-ro,
Dongdaemun-gu

2236-1318

www.ddm1318.or.kr

❖ To promote the healthy development of young adults, counseling and

2 69ga-gil, Hyochangwon-ro,
Yongsan-gu

706-1318

www.dodoit.or.kr

272 Gamasan-ro, Guro-gu

867-1318

www.guro1318.or.kr

13 35ga-gil, Changgyeonggungro, Jongno-gu

762-1318

www.jongno1318.or.kr

Jung-gu

resource support centers for youth provide spaces for cultural, sports
and recreation activities, and offer counseling services, protection
services, emergency rescue services and parents’ education services
for young adults.

242 Jeongneung-ro, Seongbuk-gu 3292-1779

※ Not established in Jung-gu

Easy-to-learn
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General Hospital

Clinic
Health Center

Dental

❖	Community child centers provide comprehensive welfare services
including protection and education services for local children,
operation of healthy recreation activities and networking between
parents and local communities.
▹ Programs offered

		 • Protection programs: Education on personal hygiene, education on
		 lifestyle and education on safety
		 • Education programs: Learning programs, programs for assignments,
			 artistic and physical education programs and special ability building
			programs
		 • Cultural programs: Cultural experiences, camps, field trips and attendance
			at performances

Seeking help when you are sick
1. Organizations available when you are sick
❖ Medical organizations include clinic based ones such as public health
centers, clinics, dental clinics and oriental medical clinics; hospital
based ones such as hospitals for hospitalization of patients, dental
hospitals, oriental hospitals, convalescent hospitals and general
hospitals. General hospitals have requirements in terms of the
departments operated and the dedicated specialists employed.

119

		 • Welfare programs: Case management, counseling services for children,
			 counseling and education for parents
		 • Programs jointly operated with local communities: Attraction and
			 management of volunteers and sponsors and operation of the services
			 networked with local medical organizations
▹ To find your nearest community child center, please visit the website of
			 the Headquarters for Community Child Center (www.icareinfo.info) and
		 use the search option.

※When an emergency occurs, call 119. Use of 119
services is free of charge.
	You must present your health insurance card when visiting a medical
organization or a pharmacy. Prescribed medicine cannot be purchased at
a pharmacy without a prescription (General medicines such as cold pills,
digestive pills and pain killers are available without a prescription).

Easy-to-learn
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7. Community Child Centers

2. Seoul Health Call Center

                   

Contact ☎ 119

❖ Seoul Health Call Center provides expert health counseling and
medical counseling services on a 24-365 basis through 119.
❖ Medical interpretation services, hospitals and clinics for foreigners and
pharmacy information are provided in five languages (English,
Japanese, Chinese, Mongol and Vietnamese).
❖ Online health counseling services are also available at the website of
Seoul Special City (health.seoul.go.kr/healthcall).

3. Public health centers

▣ Status of operation of public health centers by gu
Name
Jongno-gu Health Center
Jongno-gu Health Center
Branch Office
Jung-gu Health Center
Jung-gu Jungnim Health
Center Branch Office
Yongsan-gu Health Center
Yongsan-gu Wonhyo-ro
Health Center Branch Office

Address

Telephone
No.

36, Jahamun-ro 19-gil, Jongno-gu

2148-3520

7-5, Jibong-ro 5-gil, Jongno-gu

2148-3666

16, Dasan-ro 39-gil, Jung-gu

3396-5555

16, Seosomun-ro 6-gil, Jung-gu

3396-6433

26-15, Wonhyo-ro 1-ga, Yongsan-gu

2199-8015

Seongdong-gu Health Center 10, Majang-ro 23-gil, Seongdong-gu

2286-7000

Seongdong-gu Geumho
Health Center Branch Office
Seongdong-gu Seongsu
Health Center Branch Office
Gwangjin-gu Health Center

114, Geumho-ro, Seongdong-gu

2286-7103

54 Seoulsup-gil, Seongdong-gu

2286-7172

117, Jayang-ro, Gwangjin-gu

450-1114

110, Gingorang-go, Gwangjin-gu

450-1424

145, Cheonho-daero,
Dongdaemun-gu

2127-5365

29, Imun-ro 30-gil, Dongdaemun-gu

2127-5349
2094-0710

chronic diseases and health services for foreigners. The methods
and hours of operation of services vary depending on the center.

Jungnang-gu Health Center

179, Bonghwasan-ro, Jungnang-gu

Please check the method of service use and hours of operation via

Jungnang-gu Myeonmok
Health Center Branch Office

48, Sagajeong-ro 51-gil, Jungnang-gu 2094-0940

phone or at the website, and then visit the center.

Seongbuk-gu Health Center

65, Hwarang-ro, Seongbuk-gu

920-1971

The websites of local governments all support English, and up to four

Seongbuk-gu Dongseon
Health Center Branch Office

8, Arirang-go 3-gil, Seongbuk-gu

920-2886

Gangbuk-gu Branch Office

897, Hancheon-ro, Gangbuk-gu

901-7600

Gangbuk-gu Samsaksan
Health Center Branch Office

154, Samyang-ro 46-gil, Gangbuk-gu

901-7645

Dobong-gu Health Center

117, Banghak-ro 3-gil, Dobong-gu

2091-4600

Nowon-gu Health Center

437, Nohae-ro, Nowon-gu

2116-3115

Nowon-gu Wolgye Health
Center Branch Office

378, Wolgye-ro, Nowon-gu

2116-3116

services, dental services, maternity health services, prevention of

languages including Vietnamese and Japanese.
Public health centers distribute leaflets in multiple languages.
※ Integrated information system of public health centers
Information on public health centers of the nation including centers of
Seoul is available at the public health portal (www.g-health.kr).

Homepage
health.jongno.go.kr

health.junggu.seoul.kr

150, Noksapyeong-daero, Yongsan-gu 2199-8012

Gwangjin-gu, Junggok Health
Center Branch Office
Dongdaemun-gu Health
Center
Dongdaemun-gu Health
Promotion Center

❖ Public health centers offer diverse services, including primary medical
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bogunso.sd.go.kr

www.gwangjin.go.kr/
health/index.jsp

health.ddm.go.kr

Eunpyeong-gu Health Center 195, Eunpyeong-ro, Eunpyeong-gu

351-8114

Eunpyeong-gu Bulgwang
Health Center Branch Office

351-8660

11, Yeonseo-ro 34-gil, Eunpyeong-gu

health.yongsan.go.kr

www.healthcare.go.kr

bogunso.
seongbuk.go.kr

www.ehealth.or.kr
health.dobong.go.kr
www.nowon.kr/health

health.ep.go.kr

Easy-to-learn
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Name

Address

Seodaemun-gu Health Center 242, Yeonhui-ro, Seodaemun-gu

Telephone
No.

Homepage

45, Segeomjeong-ro 1-gil,
Seodaemun-gu

Seodaemun-gu Cheonyeon
Health Center Branch Office

27, Dongnimmun-ro, Seodaemun-gu 3240-8331

Seodaemun-gu Gajwa
Health Center Branch Office

100-55, Susaek-ro, Seodaemun-gu

3240-8365

Mapo-gu Health Center

212, World Cup-ro, Mapo-gu

3153-9020

Mapo-gu Seogang
Health Center Branch Office

165, Dongmak-ro, Mapo-gu

3153-6710

3140-8338

Yangcheon-gu Health Center 339, Mokdongseo-ro, Yangcheon-gu 2620-3114

health.sdm.go.kr

health.mapo.go.kr

health.yangcheon.go.kr

Yangcheon-gu Sinwol
Health Center Branch Office

146, Garogongwon-ro, Yangcheon-gu

Gangseo-gu Health Center

561, Gonghang-daero, Gangseo-gu 2600-5800

Gangseo-gu, Hwagok
Health Center Branch Office

96, Woljeong-ro 30-gil, Gangseo-gu 2600-5351

www.gangseo.seoul.kr/
site/health

Guro-gu Health Center

66, Gurojungang-ro 28-gil, Guro-gu

860-3228

www.guro.go.kr/health

Geumcheong-gu Health Center

70, Siheung-daero 73-gil, Geumcheon-gu

2627-2422 bogunso.geumcheon.go.kr

Yeongdeungpo-gu Health Center

123, Dangsan-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu 2670-3114

Yeongdeungpo-gu Health Center

441, Digital-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu

Dongjak-gu Health Center

42, Jangseungbaegi-ro 10-gil, Dongjak-gu 820-1423

Dongjak-gu Sadang Health
Center Branch Office

255-2, Sadang-ro, Dongjak-gu

820-9214

Gwanak-gu Health Center

145, Gwanak-ro, Gwanak-gu

879-7010

Gwanak-gu Nangok Health
Center Branch Office

162, Nangok-ro, Gwanak-r o

879-7231

Seocho-gu Health Center

2584, Nambusunhwan-ro, Seocho-gu

2155-8114

Seocho-gu Bangbae Health
Center Branch Office

149, Bangbae-ro, Seocho-gu

2155-8151

Gangnam-gu Health Center

628, Samseong-ro, Gangnam-gu

3423-7200

Gangnam-gu Suseo Health
Center Branch Office

52, Bamgogae-ro 1-gil, Gangnam-gu 3423-7172

Songpa-gu Health Center

326, Olympic-ro, Songpa-gu

2147-2000

Songpa-gu Geoyeo Health
Center Branch Office

5, Yangsan-ro, Songpa-gu

2147-4855

2603-0162

2670-4858

Gangdong-gu Health Center 45, Seongnae-ro, Gangdong-gu

3425-8500

Gangdong-gu Gail
Health Center Branch Office

3425-6884

9-14, Arisu-ro 93-gil, Gangdong-gu

4. Mental health facilities for children and young adults (AiZone)
❖ What is AiZone?

330-1801

Seodaemun-gu Hongeun Health
Center Branch Office
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▹ AiZone is a mental health facility for children and young adults, and offers
			 diverse therapy programs for primary school students aged 6 or above with
			 emotional disorders or development disorders to help their adaptation to
			 family life and school life.
▹ How to use
		 • Apply through mental health centers, children’s psychologists, schools
			 and local centers for children, or apply as an individual.
▹ Description of services
		 • Programs for individuals and groups (play, music, arts, cognition and
			 learning therapies)
		 • Programs to reinforce family functions (counseling for parents,
			 psychological counseling)
		 • Programs networking schools and local communities
▹ Facility status

www.ydp.go.kr/health
Name

Address

Telephone No.

Homepage

Songpa AiZone

17, Chungmin-ro 6-gil,
Songpa-gu

2002-8000

www.aizone.or.kr

47, Hwagok-ro,
Yangcheon-gu

2065-2513

www.childfund-izone.or.kr

Nowon AiZone

326, Hangeulbiseokro, Nowon-gu

939-5230

www.nowonaizone.or.kr

www.seocho.go.kr

Dongjak AiZone

109, Guksabong-gil,
Dongjak-gu

817-5446

www.djaizone.or.kr

health.gangnam.go.kr

Dongdaemun
AiZone

73, Dapsimni-ro 63-gil,
Dongdaemun-ro

2213-3386

www.ddmaizone.or.kr

Geumcheon
AiZone

481, Siheung-daero,
Geumcheon-gu

6912-8080

www.gcaizone.or.kr

Developmental
disorders

Jung-gu AiZone

16, Seosomun-ro 6-gil,
Jung-gu

2038-7650

www.jaizone.or.kr

Emotional
behavioral
disorders

Jongno AiZone

89, Jahamun-ro,
Jongno-gu

6395-7045

www.jongnoaizone.or.kr

Developmental
disorders

healthcare.dongjak.go.kr

health.gwanak.go.kr

ehealth.songpa.go.kr

health.gangdong.go.kr

Yangcheon
AiZone

Note

Emotional
behavioral
disorders
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5. Financial support for medical expenses and nursing services for
the isolated
When foreign workers and their children under 18, marriage
immigrants who have not acquired nationality and their children, and
refugees and their children are unable to receive benefits under the
health insurance program, financial support is provided
▹ How to use
• After the case is reviewed by managers in charge of the 11 medical
			 organizations designated as medical support providers for the isolated
			 including foreign workers, medical support is provided.
▹ Scope of support
		 • Hospitalization, surgery, pre-natal examination, services for outpatients
			 (foreign workers and their children)
▹ Amounts of support
		 • Medical expenses are fully supported during hospitalization (Within
			 KRW 5 million or KRW 10 million per case)
※ After internal deliberation on cases exceeding KRW 5 million, submit
				 the appropriate document, such as the statement of the reason for
				exceeding the ceiling
▹ Number of times support can be provided: Unlimited
❖ Nursing services
A patient requiring emergency care or surgery at medical
organizations operating the programs and requiring nursing and
communication support services may seek support.
▹ Scope of support
		 • Nursing services for hospitalization or surgery and medical
			 interpretation services for communication with medical staff
▹ Hours of operation : 09:00 through 19:00
▹ Application submitted to: medical organization operating the relevant program

nursing
Medical
expenses

▣ Medical organizations designated as organizations providing medical

support and nursing services for isolated classes
Name

Address

Telephone No.

Seoul Red Cross Hospital

9, Saemunan-ro, Jongno-gu

2002-8000

Seoul Medical Center

156, Sinnae-ro, Jungnang-gu

2276-7000

National Medical Center

245, Eulljiro, Jung-gu

1588-1775

Seoul Boramae Hospital

20, Boramae-ro 5-gil, Dongjak-gu

870-2114

Seoul Seobuk Hospital

49-1, Galhyon-ro 7-gil, Eunpyeong-gu

3156-3000

Sisters of Mary Doti Memorial
Hospital

20-11, Baengnyeonsan-ro 14-gil,
Eunpyeong-gu

351-2352

Seoul Dongbu Hospital

79, Muhak-ro, Dongdaemun-gu

920-9334

10-175, Seowondong, Gwanak-gu

1877-8875

Inje Univ. Sanggye Back Hospital

1342, Dongil-ro, Nowon-gu

950-1114

© Sungae Hospital

22, Yeouidaebang-ro 53-gil,
Yeongdeungpo-gu

8407-114

Yangji Hospital
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❖ Financial support for medical expenses

6. Mental health clinic
❖ Specialists provide multicultural families in need of help with medical
services, medication and psychological test services free of charge.
		▹ Location: Eunpyeong Hospital
			 (☎ Reservations for services for outpatients: 300-8200, 8250)
		▹ Hours of operation: Mondays through Fridays (reservations required)
		▹ Eligibility: Marriage immigrants, children, foreign workers, North
			 Korean defectors and refugees
		▹ Description: Psychological counseling for depression and other
			 conditions, medication and psychological tests are provided free of charge.
		▹ Location: 90 Baengnyeonsan-ro, Eunpyeong-gu, Seoul
			 ※ Networked with rehabilitation organizations of local communities
(counseling services are provided free of charge)

Useful information about schooling
1. Korea’
s education system
❖ Korea’s education system includes primary school, middle school,

high school and university.
Primary school (six years) and middle school (three years) are
mandatory for all children. As they are mandatory, there is no tuition.
However, parents who wish to send their children to a private primary
school or private middle school must pay tuition

School System
Primary education
Secondary
education

7. Medical support services for private organizations
❖ Raphael Clinic
▹ Eligibility: Foreign workers, multicultural families and refugees
			 • Hours of operation: 14:00 through 18:00, Sundays
			 (applications for services close at 16:00)
			 • Description: Internal medicine, surgery and dental services, free of charge
			 • Location: 10-2 35ga-gil, Changgyeonggung-ro, Jongno-gu
			 • Telephone Number: 763-7595
❖ Clinic for foreign workers
▹ Eligibility: Foreign workers, Korean Chinese and marriage immigrants
			 • Hours of operation: 09:00 through 18:00, weekdays (application for
			 services closes at 16:00)/14:00 through 17:00, Sundays
			 • Description: Internal medicine and surgery, free of charge
			 • Location: 1307 Nambusunhwan-ro, Guro-gu
			 • Telephone Number: 863-9966/862-0066
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Higher education

Age

Schools

Duration

6 ~ 11

Primary schools

6 years

12 ~ 14

Middle schools

3 years

15 ~ 17

High schools

3 years

18 or above

Universities and
colleges

Universities (4 years)
and colleges (2 years)

Graduate schools

2 to 5 years

(based on actual calendar)

2. Preparation for admission to a primary school
❖ The notice of school enrollment is delivered to households with a child
aged 6 in December or January via courier services, or the notice
may be issued at the Seoul Special City website. The document
provides notification that the child is required to attend school. If you
have not received the notice, please contact the resident center of your
addressIf you have received the notice but there are circumstancesthat
make attending school difficult, you may apply to delay school
enrollment by submitting the opinion of the guardian and the
application to delay enrollment. School enrollment can be delayed for
up to one year.

Easy-to-learn
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An orientation session is provided to meet the children who will attend
the school and provide parents and students with necessary
information. Please visit the school on the date specified in the notice
of school enrollment with the notice and the vaccination confirmation.
※ How to issue a notice of school enrollment online
Website of Seoul Special City → e-services → forms (online) → issuance
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Schools Operated

Location

Telephone No.

Sinjeong Primary School

27, 31-gil, Gomdalrae-ro, Gangseo-gu

2602-3940

Dongguro Primary School

43, 14-gil, Gurojungang-ro, Guro-gu

853-2407

Suyu Primary School

39, 74-gil, Samyang-ro, Gangbuk-gu

989-3724

Myeonmok Primary School

434, Myeonmok-ro, Jungnang-gu

491-4341

Banghak Primary School

34, 9-gil, Dodang-ro, Dobong-gu

3492-2226

Yongam Primary School

39, 60-gil, Noksapyeongdae-ro, Yongsan-gu

796-2167

Seongsan Primary School

94, 3-gil, Yanghwa-ro, Mapo-gu

334-8103

Gwangjin Primary School

41, 40-gil, Jayang-ro, Gwangjin-gu

458-4693

Nanu Primary School

40, Nanu-gil, Gwanak-gu

070-7874-1214

❖ Commissioned Alternative Schools

3. Status of schools for multicultural children
Contact: Call Center of Seoul Office of Education ☎ 1396

❖ Global Leadership Schools

▹ Seoul Special City’s Global Leadership Schools offer a variety of special
		 programs, including bilingual programs, cultural programs and Saturday
		 Happy Multicultural School programs after school or on Saturdays. The
		 Global Leadership Schools include the following schools
Schools Operated

Location

Telephone No.

Samjeon Primary School

19, 28-gil, Baekjegobun-ro, Songpa-gu

415-8701

Itaewon Primary School

19, 40-gil, Noksapyeongdae-ro, Yongsan-gu

795-2809

Seonjeong Primary School

19, 20-gil, Seooreung-ro, Eunpyeong-gu

3156-1400

Gueui Primary School

80, 30-gil, Gwangnaru-ro, Gwangjin-gu

447-4798

▹ Commissioned alternative schools provide different education programs
		 that aim to prevent students in crisis from dropping out. Seoul Special City
		 has 37 commissioned alternative schools. The five listed below offer
		 programs for multicultural students.
Program

Schools

Location

Primary & Middle
School

The School of Global
Sarang

Middle School

First Multicultural School
of Seoul

13 114-gil, Bongeunsa-ro,
Gangnam-gu

070-4351-7067

Middle School

Gangnam All Love School

615 Eonju-ro, Gangnam-gu

070-7728-1146

Middle School

Guro All Love School

60 Gurojungang-ro, Guro-gu

864-5045

High School

Seoul Hayfield School

47 3-gil, Opaesan-ro, Seongbuk-gu

3292-1677

1189 Ori-ro, Guro-gu

Telephone No.
6910-1004

Easy-to-learn
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❖ Prep Schools
▹ Prep schools operate education programs focusing on Korean language
		 and Korean culture for multicultural students who are having difficulties
		 adapting to school life due to cultural and language gaps. Before
		 multicultural students are admitted to regular schools, they are sent to the
		 prep schools as students registered to the local schools of their residence.
		 They return to their original schools after finishing six months or more of
		 education.
Schools

Contact
Information

Location

Primary School The School of Global Sarang 1189 Ori-ro, Guro-gu

6910-1004

Primary School Seoul Gwanghee Primary School 269 Dasan-ro, Jung-gu

2238-8455

Middle School

First Multicultural School of
Seoul

13 114-gil, Bongeunsa-ro,
Gangnam-gu

070-4351-7067

Middle School

Gangnam All Love School

615 Eonju-ro, Gangnam-gu

070-7728-1146

Middle School

Guro All Love School

60 Gurojungang-ro, Guro-gu

864-5045

Middle School

Sky Dream School

62 46-gil, Ogeum-ro, Songpa-gu

443-2070

High School

Seoul Dasom School

290 Dasan-ro, Jung-gu

②
Support for
entrance and
transfers

③
Support for
transfer to prep
schools

④
Support for
return to the
original school
and adaptation

Information
on dispatched
public education
of immigration
service

Introduction of
schools and
support for
entrance and
transfer

Identification
of the level
of adaptation
through pre- and
post-test

Regular
counseling and
networking with
local resources

070-8685-7761

Multicultural Family Support Center, Seoul Office of Education
(☎ 3999-058, 067)
▶	One-stop services are provided through the Multicultural Family Support
Centers, including information on
the admission procedure for multicultural families, counseling on
recognition of academic backgrounds, support for transfers to prep schools
and regular schools and follow-up management

①
Support for the
early stage

Support for lease of a house
1. Seoul housing vouchers
❖ Eligibility

Those who live in regular private houses under the monthly rent program
(excluding residents of public rental houses), have lived in Seoul in

Easy-to-learn
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Support for lease of a house

terms of the place of resident registration for one year or longer and have an
income 150% of the minimum livelihood cost or below (excluding
beneficiaries of basic livelihood subsidy) may receive a housing voucher.

3. Security deposit loans for house lease (Jeonse)

KRW
47,500

3

4

5

6 or more

KRW
52,000

KRW
58,500

KRW
65,000

KRW
72,500

2. Priority supply of national rental houses        
Contact: Housing Policy Bureau ☎ 2133-7032

❖ A household head with three or more children who are minors that
has no house will receive favorable treatment when applying for
national rental housing, within the scope of 10% of the total houses
constructed. A household head with a child who is newly married and
has no house will receive favorable treatment when applying for
national rental housing within the scope of 30% of the total houses
constructed.

4. Safety deposit loans                    Contact ☎ SH Corporation 1600-3456
❖ Safety deposit loans at low interest rates
▹ Eligibility
			 • Residents of public rental houses (rental houses of SH Corporation)
			 • Beneficiaries and those whose recognized income is 150% the minimum
				 living cost or less
			 • Men of national merit or their bereaved who have been recognized as low				 income households by Ministry of Patriots & Veterans Affairs
			 • Low-income single-parent households
			 • Tenants of houses removed due to natural disasters
			 • Those who are living in greenhouses for residential purpose located
				 within the greenbelt zone, whose greenhouses have been removed
▹ Eligibility: The interest rate of 2% within the scope of 70% of the safety
			 deposit; installment payment for ten years
▹ Contact: Leasing Team, SH Corporation (3410-7491)

Easy-to-learn
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KRW
43,000

2

benefits for
residence

Amount of
monthly support

1

benefits for
rehabilitation

Number of
family members

families with three or more children may receive a loan at the interest
rate of 2%, up to a maximum amount of 70% of the rental deposit (up
to KRW 63 million, KRW 56 million for newly married couples).

benefits for
laboring

❖ Amount of support

❖ Newly married couples (rent money of KRW 0.1 billion or below) and

benefits for
education

❖ Applications submitted to: resident center with jurisdiction for the
address

Contact ☎ Housing Policy Bureau 2133-7032

Benefits for
basic living

❖ Documents required: a copy of the lease agreement

71

medical
benefits
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Name of Center

Telephone No.

Website

Health & Welfare Call Center

129

www.129.go.kr

1. National basic livelihood security
•Those who have acquired Korean nationality, have no person with duty
   to support and have recognized income equal to the minimum living cost
   or below; or, who have acquired Korean nationality, have a person who has
duty to support yet lacks the ability to support or cannot support, and have
Eligibility
recognized income of the minimum cost of living or below
•Marriage immigrants who have been registered as aliens, lack Korean
   nationality, and are pregnant, raising a Korean child who is a minor or live
    with a direct ancestor who is a Korean native
•Application may be submitted to the eup, myeon and dong with jurisdiction
over the address of the resident registration.
How to
•
When the place of residence is not fixed, application may be submitted to
apply
city, gun or gu (eup, myeon or dong) with jurisdiction over the place of
actual residence after consultation.
Documents
required

•Application, agreement with disclosure of financial information and the
certificate of family relations
※ Documents required may vary depending on the characteristics of the
individuals or households applying

Description • Livelihood subsidy, housing subsidy, education subsidy, childbirth subsidy,
of support
funeral subsidy, rehabilitation subsidy and medical subsidy

※ Contact: Resident centers of eup, myeon and dong of residence, gu office or   
Health & Welfare Call Center ☎129
※ Health & Welfare Call Center
• Health & Welfare Call Center promptly and accurately provides information on health
   and welfare, as well as counseling services. Dial 129 from anywhere in Korea.
• Hours of operation: 09:00 through 18:00, weekdays (regular counseling) : and
24-365 (emergency counseling)
• How to use: Call 129, use sign language services or online chat services (129 website)
• The information and counseling services provided by the Health & Welfare Call
   Center are as follows:
- Basic livelihood support, medical support, healthcare support, welfare of the
handicapped, social services, pension policy, childbirth support policy,
emergency welfare support, mental health and healthcare policy

2. Basic livelihood system of Seoul

Contact ☎120

❖ Seoul’s basic livelihood support system aims to guarantee the
basic livelihood of low-income residents who are not protected by the
government due to their eligibility, even though they are living under
the minimum cost of living

Eligibility

• As of the date of application, the households shall have been registered as
  residents for six months or longer and meet the requirements for income,
assets and person with duty to support.
※ Recipients of the national basic livelihood security program may not
apply to the system.

How to
apply

• Recipient, his/her family members and related persons may apply to the
system at the resident center with jurisdiction over the residence, at any
point throughout the year

Documents
required

• Application, agreement to disclose information on the person with duty to
support and the certificate of family relations
※ Required documents may vary according to the characteristics of
individuals and households applying.

• Livelihood subsidy, education subsidy, childbirth subsidy and funeral
subsidy
Description
※ A household capable of working shall apply for the system for up to three
of support
months. For determination of the ability to work, the results of the
selection for basic livelihood support are applied.
※ Contact: Resident center of your dong

3. Emergency support

Contact ☎ 120 or 129

❖ When you are faced with a crisis, seek help.
When the major income earner does not earn money any more due to
death or disappearance, or a household has financial difficulties due to
injury, fire or natural disaster; or, if there are problems in family
relations due to neglect, abuse or domestic violence, you can seek help.

Easy-to-learn
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Contact ☎ Health & Welfare Call Center 129

▹ Eligibility for foreigners

			 • Foreigners who are married to a Korean native, divorced from a Korean
				 spouse, or are taking care of direct ancestors and descendants after the
				 death of the spouse
			 • Foreigners who are recognized as refugees
			 • Foreigners who have experienced damages caused by fire, crime or
				 natural disasters for which they are not at fault
			 • Foreigners who have been recognized by the Minister of Health & Welfare
				 as persons requiring emergency support
▹ Types of support

			 • Livelihood support: Financial support or goods for basic livelihood,
				 including food and clothing
			 • Medical support: Medical services, including various examinations and
				treatments
			 • Housing support: Temporary residence or financial support for housing
			 • Support for the use of social welfare facilities: Admission to social welfare
				 facilities or services
			 • Education support: Tuition, admission fee, support for school operation
				 and support for school supplies
			 • Other support: Financial support or goods for overcoming emergencies
			 • Support through networking with social welfare organizations such as
				 Korea Red Cross and Community Chest of Korea
			 • Counseling and information services and other support
▹ How to apply: Contact the public officer of the local government in charge
			 of emergency support or the Health & Welfare Call Center (☎129)
▹ Support procedure
			 • Apply for support ⇒ Due diligence and decision on support through
				 networking with local governments ⇒ Follow-up management after
				support ⇒ Determination of termination or extension of support after
				 review of eligibility ⇒ Suspension of support or return of support when
				not appropriate
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4. Support for single-parent families

          

Contact ☎ 861-3020

❖ A single-parent family refers to a family with a single parent raising
a child under 18 (22 if still attending school) (including unwed mother
families and grandparent-grandchild families)
▹ Eligibility
		 • When the recognized household income is 130% of the minimum cost
			 of living or less, the marriage immigrant has no Korean nationality and
			 no spouse, or the marriage immigrant has no Korean nationality, cannot
			 receive the financial support of spouses and is raising a Korean child
			 who is a minor, an application for support may be submitted.
▹ Description
		 • Livelihood support, support for children’s education, support for
			 childcare and welfare loans
※ Beneficiaries of basic livelihood support under the National Basic
				 Living Security Act or other support of a similar nature are not eligible.
▹ How to apply		
		 • Application submitted to resident centers of dong with jurisdiction over
			the residence
▣ Organizations providing customized and comprehensive services

for single-parent families in Seoul
Name

Seoul Single Parent Family
Support Center
Southeast area Single Parent
Family Support Center

Jurisdiction

861-3020

Gangnam-gu, Gangdong-gu, Gwanak-gu,
Dongjak-gu, Seocho-gu, Songpa-gu

2144-1190

East area Single Parent Family Gwangjin-gu, Dongdaemun-gu, Seongdong-gu,
Support Center
Jungnang-gu
Northeast area Single Parent
Family Support Center

Telephone No.

The whole city(www.seoulhanbumo.or.kr)

Gangbuk-gu, Nowon-gu, Dobong-gu, Seongbuk-gu

2204-9950
984-9195

Southwest area Single Parent Gangseo-gu, Guro-gu, Geumcheon-gu,
Family Support Center
Yangcheon-gu, Yeongdeungpo-gu

2065-3423

Northwest area Single Parent
Family Support Center

304-5020

Eunpyeong-gu, Seodaemun-gu, Jongno-gu,
Jung-gu, Mapo-gu, Yongsan-gu
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• When marriage report is made through a trial for review of the common law
marriage

Gu-office

- The register and the certificate of confirmation of the court (when mediation is
      made: a copy of the statement of mediation and the certificate of delivery)
• When a foreigner has married through the Korean method

Resident center

Other
documents
attached

- Certificate of meeting requirements of marriage by a foreigner〈ex) When
a Chinese citizen has married, a certificate proving that he or she is single
and legally allowed to marry, and the passport or the original copy of the alien
registration
• When a foreigner has married through the method of a foreign country
- A copy of the certificate of marriage, and the passport or a copy of the alien
registration
• When the family name of a child is the same as the family name of the mother
- An agreement between the persons married proving the terms agreed

- When the persons declaring attend: When both persons getting married
attend, present the ID cards of both. When either of the persons getting
married attends, present the ID card of the person who attends the seal of
the spouse and the ID card of the spouse.

Information on affairs requiring a declaration
to an administrative organization

- When the persons declaring do not attend, and the persons who submit
      attend : ID card of the person who submits the report, ID cards of both persons
declaring, the notarized signature of both persons declaring or the
authentication certificates of the seals of both persons declaring

1. Marriage
❖ This report is to legally have the marriage certified.
Place of Gu office ※ Not available at resident centers
declaration
Documents
Marriage report and attached documents
to be
submitted
• Basic certificates of the register of family relations of the persons who
have married, the certificate of marital relations and the certificate of
family relations
Documents
※ When organizations managing the registration of family relations
attached
can verify the fact electronically, the documents do not need to be
attached.
• Marriage agreement

ID
authentication

• Marriage report via mail
- Notarized signatures of both persons declaring or the authentication
certificates of seal of both persons declaring
• Marriage report through submission of copies of certificates
- When the persons declaring attend: ID cards
- When the persons submitting the report attend: ID card of the persons
submitting the report
- When the report is made via mail: A copy of ID cards of both persons
declaring

※ After completing the declaration of marriage, please declare your moving-in at the resident
center with jurisdiction over your address.

Easy-to-learn
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2. Divorce

3. Birth of a child

❖ This report is to dissolve the marriage relationship while the couple is alive.

❖ When a new baby is born, the declaration shall be made for registration to
the register of family relations and the resident registration

Place of
declaration

Duration of
declaration

• Gu offices
• Divorce by mutual agreement: Within 3 months from the date of receiving the copy
of the certificate
※ Not valid after three months
• Divorce by court decision: Within 1 month from the date of the court decision
※ Submission is accepted after a month, but penalties will be charged.

Documents to
• Divorce report and attached documents
be submitted
• Divorce by agreement: A copy of the certificate proving intent to divorce by
agreement
• Divorce by a court decision: A copy of the court decision and the document of
confirmation
• Documents proving the designation of the person holding parental rights
Documents
attached

  - When agreed: A copy of agreement on the designation of the person holding
parental rights
  - When the court decision has been made: The original copy of the court decision
and the certificate of confirmation
• A copy of the certificate of family relations from the register of family relations and
the certificate of marital relations of both parties getting divorced
※ The documents do not need to be submitted when the organizations managing
registration of family relations can confirm the 재판
facts 이혼: 1개월 이내 신고

Divorce by mutual agreement:
Report within 3 months

Divorce by trial:
report within 1 month

Place of
declaration

• Resident Centers

Duration of
declaration

• Within a month from the date of being aware of the birth of a child
※ Penalties may be charged to the person with duty to declare if this rule is violated.

Documents to • Birth report and attached documents
be submitted
• The certificate of birth issued by a doctor
• The document proving that the mother is a Korean native at the point of birth
Documents • When the child has dual nationality: the documents proving acquisition of nationality
attached • The certificate of marital relations between the father and the mother
※ The documents do not need to be submitted when the organizations managing
registration of family relations can confirm the facts
• When the reporter attends: ID card
• When the person submitting the report attends: A copy of the ID card of the reporter
ID
authentication and a copy of the ID card of the person submitting the report
• When submitted via mail: a copy of the ID card of the reporter

4. Death of a family member
❖ A family member or a person who lives with a person who has died

must declare the death.

Place of
declaration

• Resident Centers

Duration of
declaration

• Within a month from the date of being aware of the death
※ Penalties may be charged to the person with duty to declare if this rule is violated.

Documents to
be submitted

• Declaration of death and attached documents

Documents
attached

• A doctor’s opinion on death or a death certificate
※ When the doctor’s opinion or a death certificate cannot be attached, the death shall be
proved with the death certificate, permit for burial and the document proving acceptance of the
death report (when death report is made at the public organizations of foreign countries).
• Basic documents of the register of family relations of the dead
The documents may not be needed when the contents can be checked at the
organization in charge of family relation registration.
• When the deceased person is a foreigner, a copy of the document proving
nationality (passport or alien registration card) shall be submitted.

ID
authentication

•Same as the birth report

Easy-to-learn
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• How to transfer
Beep

Beep

① Pay fare using a traffic card
to transfer

1. How to use a traffic card
❖ Apply a certain amount of money to the traffic card, and then hover the
card over the terminals on buses or at the entrance to subway
stations. Fares are deducted through wireless communication with the
terminals. By using the cards, passengers can enjoy discounts
compared to payment of fares in cash, and additional discounts for
transfers.
▹ Types of traffic cards
• There are three types of traffic cards: Cards for children (age 6 through
				 age 12), cards for young adults (age 13 through age 18) and cards for
				 adults (age 19 or older). Age is verified using the resident registration
			 number.
• Unlike cards for adults, traffic cards for children or young adults provide
				 discounted fare. Please register the cards at the traffic cards website, and
				 then use the cards. Fares for users are automatically applied based on the
				 resident registration numbers registered at the point of purchase of traffic
				 cards. As a result, cards do not need to be re-issued when the user’s age
				changes.

Warning sound,
Transfer within 30 minutes.

Beep
Beep

③ Get on the bus or take the
subway to transfer within
30 minutes and hover the
traffic card over the card
reader

④ Tag the traffic card on the
card reader when getting
off

※ Notes on the use of traffic cards
• Do not forget to hover the traffic card over the card reader both when entering
and when leaving (If you do not hover the traffic card over the card reader
when leaving, discounts will not be applied, and additional fare will be
charged)
• Allowed transfer period: Within 30 minutes of getting off
   (Within 60 minutes from 21:00 to 07:00)
• Limit on the number of transfers:  Valid for up to four transfers (use of five options)
• Transfer discounts are not applied when using buses traveling the same route

Useful living information
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② Hover the traffic card over
the card reader when leaving
the bus or subway station
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2. How to use buses

3. How to use the subway

❖ There are four types of buses
(Green, Blue, Yellow and Red) in
Seoul. To take a bus, wait in line
at the bus stop for a bus that is
bound for your destination, get
on the bus and pay the fare using
a traffic card or cash.

❖	The subway is the most popular method of mass transportation in
Seoul. Residents of Seoul can easily get to most major destinations
using the subway only.

Types

Green Buses

Blue Buses

Yellow Buses

Red Buses

Shuttle Buses

Description
Convenient when transferring from
subways. Each bus route has a fourdigit number.

	Passengers can use the one-time traffic card, which can be reused
to take the subways. Pay the deposit of KRW 500 and the fare to take
the subway, and receive the deposit by inserting the used traffic card
in the deposit return machines.
Fares
(Fares for traffic card users)
Adults

KRW 1,150 (KRW 1,050)

Young Adults

KRW 1,000 (KRW 720)

Children

KRW 450(KRW 450)

Adults
KRW 1,150 (KRW 1,050)
Connecting the downtown Seoul and
Young Adults KRW 1,000 (KRW 720)
suburban areas of Seoul.
Children
KRW 450 (KRW 45)
Buses operated in the downtown
Seoul.
Each bus route has a two-digit
number.

Adults

KRW 950 (KRW 850)

Young Adults

KRW 800 (KRW 560)

Children

KRW 350 (KRW 350)

Buses connecting the downtown
Adults
KRW 1,950 (KRW 1,850)
Seoul and suburban areas of Seoul.
These are express buses, and travel
longer distances while making few
Young Adults KRW 1,800 (KRW 1,360)
stops.
Each bus route has a four-digit
Children
KRW 1,200 (KRW 1,200)
number
Adults
Small buses operated in a small area.
Fares are low.
Young Adults
Each bus route has a two-digit
number.
Children

KRW 850 (KRW 750)
KRW 550 (KRW 480)
KRW 300 (KRW 300)

※ E ligibility for exemption from fares: Children (up to age three) accompanied by a
guardian (an adult), patriots and men of national merit (class 1 through class 7)
presenting ID cards

Items

Traffic Cards

One-Time Traffic Cards

Adults

• Regular fare: KRW 1,050 for the distance   
within 10km
• Additional fares
  - 10km through 40km: KRW 100 per 5km
  - Over 40km: KRW 100 per 10km

• KRW 100 is charged in addition to fares
  for traffic card users

Young
Adults

• Regular fare: KRW 720

• No discount (Fares for adults using the
  one-time traffic cards are applied)

Children

• Regular fare: KRW 450

• KRW 50 is charged in addition to fares
   for children using traffic cards

※ Beneficiaries of the seniors program who are 65 years old or higher, the disabled and men of
national merit may be issued a traffic card for exemption from fares, and use the subways free
of charge.

Useful living information
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Uijeongbu

Gyeongui

Hoeryong

Sareung

Geumgok

Byeollae

Toegyewon

Galmae

Hoegi

Dongdaemun
History &
Culture Park

Euljiro 4-ga

Jungang

Dangsan Hapjeong

Hangang

Seoul Forest

Cheongdam

Ttukseom Park

Gangnam-gu Office

Hak-dong

Gasan
Digital Complex

Bupyeong
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How to use banking services,
communications services and mailing services
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Bank
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2. How to use communications services
❖ High-speed Internet
▹ Apply for Internet service by visiting one of the websites or calling one of

			 the two leading communications service providers listed below.

Information on the use of banking,
communications and mailing services
KT olleh (www.olleh.com)

1. How to use banking services
❖ How to open a bank account

1. Visit the bank with your passport, take a number and wait.
2. When your number is called, go to the window and fill in the application to
open a bank account, following the directions given by the teller.
❖ How to save and withdraw money

•Fixed lines: 100 (toll-free)#2(for English speakers)
• Mobile: Area Code+100 (charged)

SK Broadband
(www.skbroadband.com)
106 / 080-8282-106

❖ PC cafes
▹ There are PC cafes across Seoul

where users can use the Internet
and print documents for a fee.

1. Using the bank window: Fill in the application according to the directions
of the teller, provide a password and give your signature (or seal)

❖ How to remit money
▹ Visit your bank with your ID card, and remit money by submitting the

name, the address, the telephone number, the name of the bank and the
account number of the recipient.
※ Hours of operation for banks:
08:00 through 16:00, Mondays through Fridays
•Outside of bank hours, you can use an ATM at the 365 center of your 		
		 bank or use Internet banking services
		 (you must apply for internet banking services at your bank window).

3. How to use mailing services
❖ Domestic mail

▹ Visit the post office, provide the address and zip code of the recipient,
attach the stamp and then submit the package
		 or the letter to send. Registered mail services
		 are expensive but fast and safe, ideal for
		 emergencies or important mail.
※ Hours of operation: 09:00~18:00, Mondays through Fridays
     Call Center of Korea Post: 1588-1300

Useful living information

2. Using the ATM: Insert the debit card (or check card) into the ATM, enter
your password and select the amount to save or withdraw.

Information on the disposal of waste
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❖ International mail

▹	Use international mailing services at the post office. If you need to send
mail, packages or documents urgently, you can use the EMS (Express Mail
Service). Charges vary depending on the weight of the package. It’s a good
idea to ask what the charge will be before using the service.		
※ For confirmed marriage immigrants, a 10% discount on EMS charges
is provided.
❖ Courier services

▹	Courier services are expensive but safe and fast. The courier visits the
sender’s house and delivers the package to the house of the recipient. You
may visit the post office to use the courier service of Korea Post. Charges
vary depending on the weight.
※ Hanjin Delivery (1588-0011), Korea Express Corporation (1588-1255),
Logen Delivery (158 8-9988), KGB Delivery (1577-4577),
POST Shipping (1588-1300)

▹ G arbage bags can be purchased at your nearest supermarket or

convenience store.
Paper

Plastic coating (leaflets, wrapping paper and PR materials), wrapping
paper with oil or paraffin coated, photographic paper, toilet paper and
contaminated paper

Other

Pillows, cushions, stuffed dolls, diapers, rainproof clothes, underwear,
plants, small wooden parts, fallen leaves, bones, shells, hard seeds, used
noodle cups, skins of nuts, seeds of fruits including peaches, tea bags and
straws

▹ How to dispose of food wastes
		 • Remove moisture and other materials, put the food wastes into food waste
			 bags, tie the bags and dispose
▹ How to dispose of recyclable goods
		 • Remove other materials, put the recyclable goods into transparent or
			 semi-transparent plastic bags and dispose
		 • Tie large recyclable goods like Styrofoam and paper boxes into bundles
		 and dispose
		 ※ Recyclable goods will not be collected if they are in non-transparent
bags (black bags) or are contaminated.

Information on the disposal of waste
Recyclable trashes

1. How to separate and dispose of wastes

Plastics

Glasses

Food
waste

Can

❖	The date of collection and the method of disposal vary depending

on the type of waste. Ensure that your wastes are disposed of and
separated appropriately. You can be fined up to KRW 1 million for
disposing of waste improperly.
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Domestic trashes
Waste materials

Information on the disposal of waste
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2. What is large waste?

Local
Government

❖ Domestic wastes which cannot be put into garbage bags
ex) Home appliances including refrigerators, furniture including beds and home
supplies like mirrors

▹ How to dispose of large domestic wastes
Visit your local
resident center or
call the agency
Apply for the
services online
(website of gu
offices)

Issue
stickers
Pay
charges
Print
stickers

Attach
stickers and
dispose
wastes

Wastes are
collected

※ Large electronic wastes are collected free of charge
• Reservation for visiting waste collection service ⇢ Tel: 1599-0903
• Reservation for visiting large home appliance collection service
⇢ Visit www.edtd.co.kr

Apartment Complexes

3. Status of Household Waste Collection by Day and Local Government
Local
Government

Type

Day of
Collection

Household Wastes
Foods
Recyclable Goods
Large Wastes
Household Wastes

Jung-gu

Foods
Recyclable Goods
Large Wastes

Collection Status by Day
Method of Collection
Day of Collection
Volume-based charge system
Regular Houses & Volume-based charge system Mon through Fri
Apartment Complexes
Separated disposal
Stickers
Regular Houses & Volume-based charge system
Apartment Complexes
Regular Houses
Volume-based charge system
Mon through Sat
Apartment Complexes
Containers
Others
Regular Houses &
Apartment Complexes

Collection Status by Day

Type

Method of Collection
Household Wastes
Volume-based charge system
Volume-based charge system,
Foods
container
Regular Houses &
Yongsan-gu
Apartment Complexes
Recyclable Goods
Vehicles and bags
for collection
Large Wastes
Regular
Houses
&
Household Wastes Apartment Complexes Volume-based charge system
Regular Houses
Volume-based charge system
Foods
Apartment Complexes
Containers
Seongdong-gu
Regular Houses
Recycling bags
Recyclable Goods
Apartment Complexes
Internal treatment
Regular Houses &
Large Wastes Apartment
Stickers
Complexes
Regular
Houses
&
Household Wastes Apartment Complexes Volume-based charge system
Volume-based charge system
(12 buildings)
Regular Houses
Foods
Containers (3 buildings)

Gwangjin-gu
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Day of Collection
Mon through Sat
Mon, Wed and Fri /
Tue, Thu and Sat
Mon through Fri

Mon, Wed and Fri /
Tue, Thu and Sat

Mon, Wed and Fri /
Tue, Thu and Sun

Container (base)

Volume-based charge system Mon through Sat
(12 buildings)
Regular Houses
Recyclable Goods
Mon, Wed and Fri /
Containers (3 buildings)
Tue, Thu and Sun
Apartment Complexes
Internal treatment
Stickers (12 buildings)
Mon through Sat
Regular Houses
Mon, Wed and Fri /
Stickers (3 buildings)
Large Wastes
Tue, Thu and Sun
Mon,
Wed and Fri /
Apartment Complexes
Stickers
Tue, Thu and Sun
Regular Houses &
Household Wastes Apartment Complexes Volume-based charge system
Foods

Gangdong-gu
Recyclable Goods
Large Wastes

Regular Houses

Volume-based charge system

Apartment Complexes

Containers

Regular Houses

Regular transparent plastic
bags

Apartment Complexes

Internal treatment

Regular Houses &
Apartment Complexes

Charging by item

Mon, Wed and
Fri / Tue, Thu and
Sat

Everyday

Useful living information
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Local
Government

Type

Collection Status by Day
Method of Collection

Household Wastes
Regular Houses &
Apartment Complexes Volume-based charge system
Foods
DongdaemunRegular Houses
Volume-based charge system
Recyclable Goods
gu
Apartment Complexes
Separated disposal
Regular Houses &
Large Wastes
Stickers
Apartment Complexes

Jungnanggu

Seongbukgu

Gangbukgu

Dobong-gu

Mon through Sat

Wed and Fri /
Volume-based charge system Mon,
Tue, Thu and Sat
Regular Houses &
Foods
Containers
Mon through Sat
Apartment Complexes
Recyclable Goods
Clear plastic bags
Mon, Wed and Fri /
Tue, Thu and Sun
Large Wastes
Stickers
Regular
Houses
&
Mon,
Wed and Fri /
Household Wastes Apartment Complexes Volume-based charge system Tue, Thu
and Sun
Wed and Fri /
Volume-based charge system Mon,
Tue, Thu and Sun
Regular Houses
Mon,
Wed and Fri /
Foods
container
Tue, Thu and Sat
Mon, Wed and Fri /
Apartment Complexes
container
Tue, Thu and Sun
Mon, Wed and Fri /
Volume-based
charge
system
Regular Houses &
Tue, Thu and Sun
Recyclable Goods Apartment
Complexes
Containers
Mon through Fri
Regular Houses &
Mon through Fri/
Large Wastes
collection
Apartment Complexes
Saturday morning
Regular
Houses
&
Household Wastes Apartment Complexes Volume-based charge system
Regular Houses
Volume-based charge system Mon through Fri
Foods
Apartment Complexes
Containers
Recyclable Goods
Clear plastic bags
Regular Houses &
Mon through Fri
Apartment Complexes
Large Wastes
Stickers
Household Wastes
Volume-based charge system
Foods
Volume-based charge system
Regular Houses &
Mon through Sat
Recyclable Goods Apartment Complexes
Others
Large Wastes
Stickers
Regular
Houses
&
Household Wastes Apartment Complexes Volume-based charge system Mon through Sat
Regular Houses
Volume-based charge system Mon through Sat
Foods
(Collection on
Apartment Complexes
Containers
alternate days)
Recyclable Goods
Free collection
Mon through Sat
Regular Houses &
Apartment Complexes
Large Wastes
Stickers
Mon through Sat
Household Wastes

Nowon-gu

Day of Collection
Tue, Thu and Sun
Mon, Wed and Fri
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Collection Status by Day
Method of Collection
Regular Houses & Volume-based charge system
Household Wastes Apartment
Complexes
Regular Houses
Volume-based charge system
Foods
Apartment
Complexes
Containers
Eunpyeong-gu
Regular
Houses
&
Recyclable Goods Apartment Complexes Collection in front of the house
Regular Houses &
Large Wastes
Stickers
Apartment Complexes
Regular Houses
Volume-based charge system
Household Wastes
Apartment Complexes
Containers
Regular Houses
Volume-based charge system
Foods
Apartment Complexes
Containers
Seodaemungu
Regular Houses
Separate disposal
Recyclable Goods
Apartment Complexes
As required
Regular
Houses
&
Large Wastes
Stickers
Apartment Complexes
Local
Government

Type

Household Wastes
Foods
Mapo-gu

Recyclable Goods
Large Wastes

Regular Houses &
Apartment Complexes Volume-based charge system
Regular Houses

Mixing disposal

Apartment Complexes

Separate disposal

Regular Houses &
Apartment Complexes

Household Wastes
Foods

Stickers

Day of Collection

Mon, Wed and Fri /
Tue, Thu and Sun

Mon, Wed and Fri /
Tue, Thu and Sat
Mon, Wed and Fri /
Tue, Thu and Sun
Mon, Wed and Fri /
Tue, Thu and Sun
Everyday
Mon, Wed and Fri /
Tue, Thu and Sun
7 days a week

Volume-based charge system
Containers

Mon through Sat
YangcheonRegular Houses &
Wed and Fri /
gu
Recyclable Goods Apartment Complexes Collection in front of the house Mon,
Tue, Thu and Sat
Large Wastes
Charged by item
Mon through Fri
Wed and Fri /
Household Wastes
Volume-based charge system Mon,
Tue, Thu and Sat
Gangseoguu

Guro-gu

Foods
Recyclable Goods

Regular Houses &
Apartment Complexes

Charged by item

Mon through Sat

Others

Mon, Wed and Fri /
Tue, Thu and Sun
Mon through Fri

Large Wastes
Charged by item
Regular Houses & Volume-based charge system
Household Wastes Apartment
Complexes
Regular Houses
Volume-based charge system
Mon, Wed and Fri /
Foods
Apartment Complexes Collection each household
Tue, Thu and Sat
Recyclable Goods
Plastic bags
Regular Houses &
Apartment Complexes
Large Wastes
Stickers

Useful living information
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Local
Government
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Type
Household Wastes

Geumcheon-gu

Foods
Recyclable Goods
Large Wastes
Household Wastes
Foods

Yeongdeungpogu
Recyclable Goods
Large Wastes

Household Wastes
Dongjak-gu

Foods
Recyclable Goods
Large Wastes

Gwangak-gu

Seocho-gu

Collection Status by Day
Method of Collection
Volume-based charge system
Volume-based charge system
/ Containers
Regular Houses &
Apartment Complexes
Regular transparent
plastic bags
Stickers
Volume-based charge system
Base containers
Regular Houses &
Regular transparent
Apartment Complexes
plastic bags
Stickers
Regular Houses & Volume-based charge system
Apartment Complexes
Regular Houses
Volume-based charge system
Apartment Complexes
Containers
Regular transparent
plastic bags
Regular Houses &
Apartment Complexes
Stickers

Household Wastes
Foods

Volume-based charge system
Containers
Regular transparent
plastic bags
Large Wastes
Stickers
Household Wastes
Volume-based charge system
Foods
Containers
Regular Houses &
Recyclable Goods Apartment Complexes
Containers
Large Wastes
Declaration certification
Regular Houses &
Recyclable Goods Apartment Complexes

Foods
Recyclable Goods

Songpa-gu

As required by
resident center/
Gu-office

Mon through Sat

Mon, Wed and Fri
/ Tue, Thu and Sat

Regular Houses &
Apartment Complexes
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Information on preventing
water meter freeze
❖ When water meters freeze in winter, it can block the water supply,

causing inconvenience. Please be prepared in order to prevent freezing.
▹ To protect your water meter box from the cold, fill the box with cloth and
			 cover the box with plastic so that the meter is not exposed to cold air.
▹ Water meters are likely to be frozen at low temperatures. Open the tap
		 when the tap is not in use to prevent freezing. 			
		 ※ Call 120 Dasan Call Center when the water meters are frozen.

Mon through Sun
(Sat excluded)
Mon, Wed and Fri /
Tue, Thu and Sun

Legal counseling services
1. Korea Legal Aid Corporation

Mon, Wed and Fri
/ Tue, Thu and Sat

Wed and Fri /
Volume-based charge system Mon,
Tue, Thu and Sun

Household Wastes
Gangnam-gu

Day of Collection
Mon, Wed and Fri
/ Tue, Thu and Sat

Information on preventing water meter freeze

Mid-sized containers

Disposal as needed

Net for recycling

Mon, Wed and Fri /
Tue, Thu and Sun
Everyday

Large Wastes
Charged by item
Regular Houses & Volume-based charge system
Household Wastes Apartment
Complexes
Regular Houses
Containers (Stickers)
Foods
Apartment Complexes
Containers
Mon, Wed and Fri /
Tue, Thu and Sun
Regular Houses
Net for recycling
Recyclable Goods
Apartment Complexes
Internal treatment
Regular Houses &
Large Wastes
Charged by item
Apartment Complexes

Contact ☎ 132

❖ Korea Legal Aid Corporation provides free legal counseling services,

manages litigation-related affairs and provides legal services for
criminal cases.
Services include visiting legal counseling services, phone legal
counseling services and cyber legal counseling services at the
website (www.klac.or.kr).

                 
☎ 1644-7077
2. Korea Legal Aid Center for Family Relations           
Contact
❖ Korea Legal Aid Center for Family Relations provides people having

financial difficulties or lacking knowledge of the law with free legal
services, including legal counseling, mediation and litigation services.

Useful living information
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3. Legal Counseling of Seoul Global Center

※ Visiting counseling
• Contact number: ☎1644-7077
• Hours of operation
  - Weekdays: 10:00 through 16:00
  - At night: 18:00 through 21:00, Mondays (application closed at 19:00)
• Counseling in English for foreigners: ☎ 1644-7077
  - Hours of operation: 18:00 through 21:00,
                                          Mondays (application closed at 19:00)

Contact ☎ 2075-4180

❖ Seoul Global Center provides free legal counseling services for

multicultural families. Working in cooperation with Korea Legal Aid
Corporation, the Center also provides a number of legal services,
including lawsuit aid and representation in lawsuits.
※ Hours of operation: 14:00 through 17:00, Weekdays

※ Online counseling
• Visit the website (lawhome.or.kr) → Cyber counseling services
※ Phone counseling
• Civil, criminal and domestic cases: 1644-7077
   - Mediation counseling on conflicts over rent (deposit, monthly rent and
          lease): ☎ 2133-1201~4
   - Hours of operation (Weekdays): 10:00 through 16:00

lawsuit
Reconciliation
and Mediation

Defending

Free legal
counseling services
are provided

other legal
affairs

Online consultation
is available

4. Free Legal Counseling Services of Seoul
Metropolitan Government

Contact ☎ 120

services in person and online. To visit the Office, make an advance
reservation.(1F, Attached Seosomun Building 1, City Hall) and meet
the attorney.
Name of Organization

Address

Telephone No.

Website

Korea Legal Aid
Corporation

76ga-gil, Gukhoe-daero,
Yeongdeungpo-gu

1644-7077

lawhome.or.kr

▹ How to make an appointment for the free legal services

		 ① Website of Seoul Metropolitan Government: e-government services
⇢Reservation for free legal counseling services
② 120 Dasan Call Center: make an appointment by calling 120

Useful living information

❖ Seoul Metropolitan Government provides free legal counseling
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Name of
Items Organization

Information on job opportunities

Location

(to be determined)

Seoul has various vocational education organizations for women
that provide diverse services in the areas of job seeking and vocational
training. For details, please visit the website or contact the individual
organizations.

Women’s
Development
Centers

❖ All jobs require certain knowledge or skills.
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Telephone
No.

Website

Seobu

371 Nambusunhwan-ro, Yangcheon-gu 2607-8791 seobu.seoulwomen.or.kr

Jungbu

23 50-gil, Doksan-ro, Geumcheon-gu

802-0922 nambu.seoulwomen.or.kr

Bukbu

50 207-gil, Dongil-ro, Nowon-gu

972-5506

bukbu.seoulwomen.or.kr

Jungbu

17 35-gil, Tojeong-ro, Mapo-gu

719-6307

jungbu.seoulwomen.or.kr

460-2322

wrd.seoulwomen.or.kr

Women’s Skills
36 30-gil, Achasan-ro, Gwangjin-gu
Development Institute

1. Women’s Development Organizations of Seoul
(to be determined)

Location

Jongno
Yongsan

Women’s Development Centers

23 11-gil, Daehak-ro, Jongno-gu
139-21 Cheongpa-ro, Yongsan-gu
Daelim Plaza 3F to 5F, 20 32-gil,
Jungnang
Mangwu-ro, Jungnang-gu
Poeun Building 6F, 60-1
Dongdaemun
Wangsan-ro, Dongdaemun-gu
Hyeonwung Building 3F, 108
Gangbuk
Dengneung-ro, Gangbuk-gu
Geonseol Building 5F, 187
Nowon
Gongneung-ro, Nowon-gu
Gyeongil Building 2F, 750 Tongil-ro,
Eunpyeong
Eunpyeong-gu
Hyewu Buildng 4F,
Seodaemun
10 Sinchonyeok-ro Seodaemun-gu
Hwagok Building 2F, 5F and 6F, 134
Gangseo
Ggachisan-ro, Gangseo-gu
Guro

Heehun Tower 2F, 63 Gongwon-ro, Guro-gu

Geukdong Building 4F & 5F, 61
Yeongdeungpo
Yeongjung-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu
Dongjak
Isuten 2F to 5F, 299 Sadang-ro, Dongjak-gu
Gwangjang 1F to 5F, 75 SsukgogaeGwanak
ro, Gwanak-gu
Seonyeong Building L and 4F, 12-3,
Seocho
37-gil Gangnamdae-ro, Seocho-gu
Daeho Building 2F, 34 9-gil, JungdaeSongpa
ro, Songpa-gu
Seongdong 54 2-gil Muhak-ro, Seongdong-gu
A Center for
Disability

43 114-gil, Bongeunsa-ro, Gangnam-gu

Telephone
No.

Website

765-1326
714-9762

www.sbwomen.or.kr
yongsan.seoulwomen.or.kr

3409-1948 jungnang.seoulwomen.or.kr
921-2020

www.job2060.or.kr

980-2377

www.womanjob.or.kr

951-0187

www.job365.or.kr

389-1976

www.epwoman.or.kr

332-8661

www.workers.or.kr

2692-4549

www.hrbks.or.kr

867-4456

www.kurowoman.com

858-4514

www.ywcajob.or.kr

525-1121

dongjak.seoulwomen.or.kr

886-9523

www.kwoman.or.kr

6929-0011

seocho.seoulwomen.or.kr

430-6070

songpa.seoulwomen.or.kr

3395-1500

sd.seoulwomen.or.kr

6929-0002 kangnam.seoulwomen.or.kr

Working in Korea                                   
1. Working Hours

    

Contact ☎1350

❖ Working hours by law are eight hours a day and 40 hours per week,

excluding rest hours. Overtime hours must not exceed 12 hours a
week, even when overtime bonuses are paid.
※ Women who have given birth within the previous year shall not be
required to work overtime in excess of 2 hours per day, 6 hours per
week and 150 hours per year, and pregnant workers shall not work
overtime.
❖ Women who are 18 or older shall agree with the terms to work on

holidays or nights (22:00 through 06:00).

Useful living information

Name of
Items Organization

Working in Korea
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❖ An additional 50% of the regular wage or more is provided for working
overtime, nighttime and on holidays.
❖ Rest hours are 30 minutes per four hours of work, and one hour per
eight hours of work.

2. Wages
❖ Wages shall be fully paid in cash at least once a month on the fixed
date. When a worker requests advance payment of wages due to
emergencies, the employer shall provide the wage for the services
that have been already provided.
❖ Overdue wages may be reported to the local labor authorities or
handled through civil proceedings. A worker with a monthly average
wage below KRW 4 million for the last three months from the date of
overdue may seek the legal services of Korea Legal Aid Corporation.
※ The minimum wage is KRW 4,860 per hour in 2013, and will be
		 increased to KRW 5,210 in 2014.

3. Holidays and leaves
❖ Legal holidays: Paid holidays by law, including weekends and the Day

of Workers (May 1)
❖ Paid annual leaves

▹ A worker who has ser ved for one or more years and whose
			 attendance rate is 80% or higher shall be given paid leave of 15 days.
▹ The duration of suspension of services due to injury at workplaces,
			 diseases, maternity leave and miscarriage & stillbirth leave is
			 considered as normal services.
▹ The paid leave of a day per a month (full attendance) is given for a year
			 after joining a workplace, while paid annual leave of 15 days is given in
			 year 2, deducting the number of days of leave used in year 1.
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▹ A worker who has served for three or more years shall be given a paid
			 leave of 15 days and one day per a year from the second year of services.
			 Including the added leaves, the total days of leave shall not exceed 25.
❖ Menstrual Leave: A female worker may ask for menstrual leave of one

day per month (non-paid leave).
❖ Maternity Leave: A pregnant woman may ask for maternity leave
before or after childbirth of 90 days. More than 45 days of this leave
must be given after the childbirth.
❖ Abortion & Stillbirth Leave: In the event of abortion or a stillbirth in
week 16 or later, a pregnant woman may ask for abortion or stillbirth
leave. Cases of induced abortion are not eligible for the leave.

4. Insurance
❖ Foreign workers are covered by the four major social insurance

programs (Industrial Accident Compensation Insurance, National
Health Insurance, Employment Insurance and National Pension), just
like native Korean workers.
❖ Subscription to National Pension, National Health Insurance and
Industrial Accident Compensation Insurance is required, while
Employment Insurance is optional. A worker shall apply for subscription
to the Employment Insurance by submitting the application to the
employer, who is responsible for approving the application.
❖ For details, please visit the information center on the four social
insurance programs (www.4insure.or.kr)
❖ Other insurance programs include departure guarantee insurance,
return insurance, liability insurance and overdue wage guarantee
insurance. These insurance programs can be subscribed to during
education for foreign job seekers.
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Emergency Aid

Information on National Health Insurance
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Information on National Health Insurance

1. Before emergencies

1. National Health Insurance

❖ Secure and provide emergency contact numbers (police stations, ambulances,
emergency calls, friends, counseling centers and shelters) to children.

❖ The National Health Insurance program is a social security program that

❖ Ask acquaintances to make a police report if they hear sounds
indicating the potential for violence.
❖ Secure four places to go in the event that it is necessary to escape
from your house.
❖ Store extra money, clothes and important documents with a trusted friend.

2. After emergencies
❖ Call Seoul Woman Migrant Counselling Center or Support Center for

Women’s Hotline and seek help.
※ Woman Migrant Counselling Center (☎733-0120): Refer to page 32
※ Support Center for Women’s Hotline (☎1577-1366)
    • Early counseling services in the native languages of marriage immigrants
who are victims of violence
- Phone counseling services are provided 365 days a year,
		 visiting counseling services are provided if necessary
   - Counseling services in 12 languages: Korean, Vietnamese, Chinese, English,
Russian, Mongol, Nepali, Khmer, Thai, Tagalog, Uzbek and Lao

Contact ☎1577-1000

prevents excessive medical expenses from being incurred due to unexpected
diseases or injury. Citizens pay insurance premiums, and share the risks
with other citizens by receiving insurance benefits when they use medical
organizations. Subscribers to the National Health Insurance Program include
local subscribers and employment subscribers. Subscription to the local
program is optional, but employment subscription is mandatory for employers.
▹ Marriage immigrants who have been registered as aliens (F-6) or those
		 who have registered a place of residence in Korea
		 • Marriage immigrants have been registered as aliens (F-6) or those who
			 have registered a place of residence in Korea may subscribe to the
			 National Health Insurance Program at the branch of the National Health
			 Insurance Corporation with jurisdiction over the place of residence
			 of alien registration (declaration of the place of residence in Korea) as
			local subscribers.
▹ Foreigners who are employed
		 • Foreigners who have been registered as aliens or declared a place of
		
residence in Korea may become an employment insurance subscriber
			 from the date of employment at a business to which the National Health
			 Insurance Program is applied.

    • Living information on laws for adaptation to Korean society
    • Networking with emergency support services
		
		
		

- Operation of emergency rescue facilities, networking with shelters for
women who are victims of domestic violence, sexual violence and prostitution
and emergency interventions through networks with medical, legal, prosecution and
police services (investigation and litigation representation)

    • Website : www.wm1366.or.kr

Providing medical
consultation fees
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2. Scope of coverage of National Health Insurance
❖ Insurance Benefits

▹ Insurance benefits are medical services provided by the National Health
		 Insurance Corporation in relation to diseases, injury and childbirth of
		 the subscribers and the insured, and include examination, tests, provision
		 of medicines and medical supplies for treatment, surgery, hospitalization
		 and nursing services.
❖ Medical Examination

▹ Medical examinations are the medical tests conducted at medical
		 examination organizations, and include examination, counseling and
		 various tests.
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Information on vaccination of children
Age

Type of Vaccination

Remarks

★ free of charge

Week 0 ~ 4

★

BCG
(For internal use)

Vaccination within 4 weeks from birth

Month 0 ~ 6

★

Type B hepatitis

3 times (months 0, 1 and 6)

Month 2 ~ 15

★

Hib

3 times (months 2, 4 and 6)
Additional vaccination (12 months through 15
months)

Month 2 ~ 6 years ★

Polio

3 times (months 2, 4 and 6)
Additional vaccination (4 years through 6 years)

Types of medical
examinations

Eligibility

Month 2 ~ 12 years ★

DTaP

Regular health
examination and
cancer screening

Local subscribers who are heads of households, employment
subscribers, members of households and the insured who are
40 years of age or older. Once every other year and once per
year for non-office workers

3 times (months 2, 4 and 6)
Additional vaccination (15 months through
18 months, 4 years through 6 years and 11
years through 12 years)

Month 2 ~ 6 years ★

(combo vaccination)

DTaP + Polio

3 times (months 2, 4 and 6)
Additional vaccination (4 years through 6 years)

Health examination
at turning points of
lifecycle

Subscribers to the National Health Insurance, those insured
under National Health Insurance and beneficiaries of medical
subsidy who are 40 years old and 66 years old in that year

12 months ~ 6 years ★

Health examination of
infants and children

Infants and children between the ages of four months and 71
months

❖ For information on eligibility for health examinations, to view the results

of health examinations and to receive information on health
examination organizations, visit the website of the National Health
Insurance Service or the customer center.
Name of Organization

Telephone Number

Website

National Health Insurance
Service

1577-1000

minwon.nhis.or.kr

12 ~ 15 months

★

Varicella

Once (12 months through 15 months)

MMR

Twice (12 months through 15 months)

encephalitis 3 times (12 months through 36 months)
12 months ~12 years ★ Japanese
(inactivated)
Additional vaccination (6 years and 12 years)
6 months ~  4 years

Influenza

24 months ~  12 years

Typhoid

Priority vaccination targets
Applicable to high-risk groups only

★ A child aged 12 or younger may receive a Td and Tdap vaccination free of charge
※ If your child has not been vaccinated according to the schedule or needs to be vaccinated
according to the newly released schedule, please contact the nearest public health center.
※ Vaccination services are available from any medical organization in Korea designated as a  
commissioned vaccination organization.
- For information on designated medical organizations, please visit the vaccination information
website (www.nip.cdc.go.kr).
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Information on pregnancy and childcare
1. Useful information before childbirth
Written by Professor Jeong Hye-won
Ehwa Womans University Medical School. Gynecology Specialty

◈ Before pregnancy
▹ Becoming a Mother

Let’s see what future mothers should prepare for before pregnancy:
Smoking and drinking are the two things future mothers should avoid at
all costs. Second hand smoke is also something the family must be weary
of. Members of the family who smoke should cooperate and keep cigarette
smoke away from the house. Smoking disrupts the oxygen transmission
between mother and child and results in development disorders for the
child. To avoid low birth weight or early delivery, stop smoking at least
three months before pregnancy.
Alcohol affects the hormone levels in a woman’s body and therefore must
be avoided two weeks before attempting to conceive. Drinking heightens
the chances of miscarriage, as well as deformity and low intelligence.
Women who plan to have a baby must stay away from alcohol completely.
If you find it hard to stop drinking all at once, slowly reduce the amount
consumed over a course of two to three months.
Taking medication in the early stages of your pregnancy (within 8 weeks)
can cause deformation to the fetus. If you are already on medication, consult
with your doctor before your pregnancy, as some of them may need to be
replaced.Some women take digestive medicine or cough drops not knowing
they are pregnant. If you are planning to conceive, think twice before taking
any medication. Taking X-rays is also something that can affect the fetus. If
it is vital to have it done, conduct a pregnancy test first.
Women should get vaccinations before pregnancy for the baby and herself.
Some vaccinations can have a negative influence on the fetus so consult
with your doctor before getting any.
Next, it is important to maintain a healthy weight when preparing for
pregnancy. Being underweight or overweight can lower the chances for
conceiving and can interfere with the fetus’s healthy development. That is
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why diet is a key component at this stage. Stay away from spicy, salty food
or food that contains trans fatty acids. Take folic acid supplements or eat
food that contains high levels of folic acids such as vegetables, seaweeds,
beans, and fruit. Iron is also important.
It is important to treat and cure any abnormalities you have before
pregnancy because it is easier and more effective. Go get a thorough checkup if you are planning to have children. A healthy mother gives birth to
healthy babies. Prepare both your body and soul before pregnancy. Planning
ahead of time is essential.

◈ Early pregnancy (4-12 weeks)
▹ The major organs of the baby are formed, Changes to mother

Early pregnancy” refers to the time from the last menstruation to 12 weeks.
This is when the major organs of the baby are actively formed. Since any
negative outside environment may affect the baby’s health, the mother
should be extremely careful. For women with a regular menstrual cycle,
ovulation begins 2 weeks before the next menstruation. This is when a
woman can be impregnated. A woman must be cautious, because if she
takes aspirin or a fever reducer during ovulation, she may not be able to
conceive. When the sperm and egg become fertilized, the fertilized embryo
enters the womb and becomes attached to the wall. This is the 3rd week of
pregnancy.
In the 4th week of pregnancy, menstruation does not begin on the scheduled
date, and the woman may experience minor nausea or a mild fever. When
menstruation stops, a woman must receive pregnancy diagnosis and must
start taking care of her health for both the baby and herself from the early
stages of pregnancy. Some mothers take medicine during this time for
digestion problems, nausea, colds, and fatigue without knowing that they
are pregnant, but a woman must be careful if she misses her menstruation.
When a woman believes she may be pregnant, it’s best to avoid alcohol, hair
dying, and perms, in addition to medicine.
After becoming pregnant, when the pregnancy stage reaches 6-7 weeks,
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you can hear the baby’s heart beat. This is when the mother senses changes
in her body little by little. The womb becomes bigger, the breasts become
enlarged, and the mother urinates frequently. During this time, prospective
mothers are worried and stressed about whether they can give birth to
healthy babies or not. Starting at around the 9th week of pregnancy,
morning sickness becomes more severe and it’s physically challenging for
the mother
During this time, mothers need a lot of oxygen. A prospective mother must
be cautious because she may feel dizzy or even faint if she goes to a place
with low oxygen levels (i.e., indoors with many people, on the subway, at a
sauna or bathhouse, etc.). The baby inside the womb during the early stages
of pregnancy now looks more like a person with a heart, eyes, nose, mouth,
arms, and legs. The head and the body can be distinguished, and they even
move under ultrasonic observation. During this time, the hospital uses an
ultrasound test to check if the baby is growing up healthily and if the head is
in the right shape.

◈ Mid Pregnancy (13-28 weeks)
▹ Active growth of the baby inside, what a mother should do

Morning sickness is gone now, and a mother will have an appetite. But a
mother should be careful because if she eats uncontrollably as there’s the
danger of obesity, gestational diabetes, and high blood pressure. It’s better
to frequently measure the mother’s weight and make sure that their weight
doesn’t increase by more than 1kg per month.
The amount of blood increases for a pregnant mother, and she must
provide iron for the placenta and the baby. Therefore, she must take iron
supplements even if she doesn’t have anemia symptoms. Also, constipation
is a frequent symptom during this time, and food with a lot of fiber can be
helpful.
The most important factor of prenatal care is the environment inside the
womb. A mother must think about the fact that whatever she eats and feels
the baby will also eat and feel.
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If a mother is surprised, excited, or stressed, the baby feels the same thing.
The family and people around a pregnant woman must be careful.
During this time, the pregnant mother must visit the hospital for a checkup.
She needs to check if she has gestational diabetes or high blood pressure.
“Fetal movement” refers to a mother sensing the baby moving. There are
individual differences, but usually, a woman will feel this from 5 months (20
weeks) until the end of their pregnancy.
◈ Late pregnancy (29-40 weeks)
▹ The baby prepares to come out, what to prepare for delivery

The body becomes heavier and the mother’s
womb becomes bigger. She’ll experience
a shortness of breath and more frequent
constipation and digestive problems. She
must not eat too much at a time, but should
instead eat small portions frequently. It’s
also best to avoid places with low oxygen
levels. Also, the enlarged womb pushes on
the blood vessels and the mother may experience dizziness or shortness of
breath when she’s lying down straight due to hindered blood circulation.
So it’s better to lie down side-ways or with the upper body inclined. From
this point, the mother can experience labor pains and could deliver the baby
at anytime. Make sure she doesn’t go far on her own and that she keeps in
constant touch with the family.
It’s better to walk a little rather than lying down all day due to a full
stomach and heavy body, in order to prevent the fetus from becoming too
large.
At 9 months (36 weeks) of pregnancy, the baby’s fully developed and
ready to function outside of the womb. It now prepares to come out. Now
the mother and father must prepare the body and mind for the delivery.
It becomes a little easier to breathe since the baby now came down to
the mother’s pelvis, but the bottom portion becomes heavier, the mother
frequently urinates, and is susceptible to piles.
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When the labor pains begin, the mother shouldn’t eat anything from that
point. When the pain becomes regular or when the water breaks, it’s best to
immediately visit the hospital. For second and third delivery, the child often
comes out faster than expected, so it’s recommended to visit the hospital
more quickly than for the first delivery.
◈ Delivery
▹ Happy time to meet the baby, what to prepare for healthy child
and mother

The mother must breastfeed the baby to ensure its healthy growth. There
are substances in the mother’s milk that are essential for the baby’s brain
development, and it’s essential to provide the infant with these unique
substances, whose brain is rapidly growing. In addition to brain growth, the
mother’s milk can prevent infection, allergies, and obesity. For comfortable
and successful breastfeeding, the mother should prepare even before
delivery. The mother should breastfeed the baby immediately after delivery
for a higher chance of success.
Since babies have low immune systems, make sure to maintain cleanliness
by washing your hands and wiping your nipples with cotton or a towel
that has been disinfected in boiling water. During breastfeeding, what the
mother takes in is directly delivered to the baby. Therefore, it’s encouraged
for the mother to not only take in ample nutrition and calories, but also
vegetables, grains, and seaweed, which are ample in vitamins, minerals,
calcium, etc. Also, the mother should eat beans and fish as they contain a lot
of beneficial protein.

2. Useful information after childbirth
Choe Myeong Hee, director of the Mapo-gu Childcare Information Center

◈ How to feed breast milk and baby food

It is best to feed an infant breast milk for the first six months. First breast
milk or colostrum is high in essential nutrients and is a must for newborns.
Breast feeding can continue until your child is two years of age. If it is not
possible to feed breast milk, the best alternative would be commercial baby
formula. Baby food can be introduced after four or six months. Remember to
use one ingredient per meal initially. Use fresh produce and no seasoning. It
is tempting to chase the infant around in an effort to make him/her eat more
when he/she first starts on baby food. Note, however, that this can result in
negative association with food and may develop into an unhealthy habit. Be
consistent in terms of the amount of food and mealtime to foster good eating
habits.
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After giving birth, there are mothers who show signs of depression. Anyone
could experience this symptom as the mothers have undergone the difficult
procedures of delivery and they feel exhausted with the infant. But if the
symptoms last for a long time or are severe, visit the hospital to check for
post-natal depression.
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◈ Which foods are healthy?

Always have fresh or cooked vegetables on the side at every meal and make
sure your child drinks more than two cups of milk every day. Never skip
breakfast and stay away from sweet, salty, and oily foods.

Wash
your hands

◈ What can I do with picky eaters?

It is a bad habit that has to be curbed. Do not force your child to eat his or her
least favorite food immediately; instead, mix it in with other ingredients for
reintroduction.

See to it that the head of the house starts eating first. Remember to create a
friendly, open conversation during the meal.
◈ How do I teach children how to act in public?

Children must learn to bow and use an honorific form of language with the
elderly. There are polite things to say when people meet, part ways, or feel
thankful or sorry. Parents can teach their children how to be polite by showing
a good example.
Children must learn how to listen and answer politely at a young age. In order
for that to happen, parents must show them how it is done by being a good
listener and a good conversationalist.

Make sure your children do not run around and make loud noises in public
places such as restaurant or market. Make them understand why they must
behave and apologize if they have misbehaved around other people. At
the playing ground or theater, show them how to wait in line by setting an
example.
When getting off and on elevators or buses, it is better to wait for the people
inside to get off before boarding. Make it a habit to thank those who hold the
door for you.
◈ Safety Precautions for Children

◈ How to teach table manners?

Always wash your hands before sitting at the table and try to have the family
gather for a meal. When setting the table, remember to place the rice on the
left, soup at the center, and spoon and chopsticks on the very right.

Young children do not know what causes injury; neither do they know how
to react in dangerous situations. That is why accidents can happen at any
given moment. Remember that the home is where most accidents take place.
Take these precautions at home to minimize hazards.
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◈ What can be hazardous in the house?
Children often jump off from high places, so having any object that can
serve as steppingstone around the window is potentially dangerous. Always
blockade the windows and keep them locked.
Young ones are still not adept at controlling their strength, often bumping
into corners. Cover furniture corners with layered cloth or sponge. A child
poking a chopstick into the electric outlet will be electrocuted. If there is an
outlet that is not in use, block it. Children can also get their fingers stuck in
fans, door cracks, and electronic appliances, so keep an eye on them. There
have been cases wherein children strangle themselves with curtains and
blind pulls, so make sure they do not hang low. Place an anti-slip mat on the
bathroom floor or keep it from getting wet.
If your bathroom has a tub, never leave it filled with water. A child under 4
years of age must be supervised around the tub. Children one ~ two years old
put everything into their mouths. Anything around 3.5 centimeters should
be kept out of their reach. Do not forget to put away detergents, medicine,
makeup, or anything else that a toddler may ingest.
◈ What can I do in emergency situations?
When a child is badly injured, take
him or her to the emergency room or
dial 119 immediately for help. Still,
knowing the basic first aid skills could
prevent the wound from worsening or
getting infected.
In case of an open wound, do your best to close it and apply pressure to
minimize bleeding. Quickly wrap it with bandage or gauze. In case of a
minor burn, pour cold water on the affected area to cool it down.
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Do not burst the blister when it forms. When your child is having a nose
bleed, ask him/her to tilt his/her head forward to prevent the blood from
blocking the back of his or her throat. Pinch the upper nose with two fingers
for five minutes to stop the bleeding. If the problem persists, block the
affected nostril with cotton bud or gauze.
When a foreign object gets into your child’s eye, tell your child not to rub
it. Ask him/her to keep his/her eye closed and allow the eye to produce
tears and wash out the object. If that does not help, use wet cotton bud or
gauze to retrieve it. In case of electrocution, do not touch your child; cut off
all electricity in the house first. If that is difficult, use a pole made of nonconductive material to separate your child from the source of electricity and
see if he or she is breathing. If your child is not breathing, perform CPR and
warm the body after arranging in a comfortable position until the ambulance
arrives.
◈ Understanding and Communicating with Your Children
Any parent would want only the best for his/her child, but being a good
parent is ultimately not about the parent but the child. Forcing what you think
is best could break the trust and ruin the relationship with your child. A
strong, trusting relationship with parents is essential in good child rearing.
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◈ How should I rear my child?

Parents must understand the temperaments of their children, respect them as
independent human beings, and learn to accept them just the way they are.
Children have the right to be loved and recognized. Compliment what they do
well and show them support. You must trust them no matter what happens,
but that does not mean allowing them to do whatever they wish. Parents who
solve the problems of their children for them will end up with timid children
who do not have the ability to make their own decisions. Good parents allow
their children to make their own decisions. Of course, they will be there
to teach their children between right and wrong. Being consistent in your
instructions is also very important. Do not be swayed by emotions.
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Korea’s national anthem

Aegukga
Composed by Ahn Eak-Tai

Until the East Sea's waves are dry, (and) Mt. Baekdusan worn away,
Like that Mt. Namsan armored pine, standing on duty still,
In autumn's, arching evening sky, crystal, and cloudless blue,
With such a will, (and) such a spirit, loyalty, heart and hand,

◈ What should I tell my child?

Even if your child fails, support him/her by saying “It’s OK, you’ll do better
next time.” Encouraging him/her by saying, “You may want to do it another
way” will help your child make the right decision on his/her own.

God watch o'er our land forever! Viva, Korea!
wind or frost, unchanging ever, be our resolute will
Be the radiant moon our spirit, steadfast, single, and true.
Let us love, come grief, come gladness, this, our beloved land!

Rose of Sharon, thousand miles of range and ////river land!////

Guarded by her people, ever may Korea stand!
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Nothing has more power than a compliment when raising children. When
your child makes the right decision, compliment him or her and explain why.
The same applies when children do something wrong. Instead of allowing
yourself to be overcome with anger and scolding them or punishing them, tell
them what is wrong and urge them to do better.
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❖ National holidays of Korea: Samiljeol, Jeheonjeol, Gwangbokjeol,

Gaecheonjeol and Hangeulnal
※ National holidays: Days designated by law to celebrate happy occasions for the
country

❖ Korean Holidays
Holiday

Date

Descriptions

Samiljeol

Mar 1

The day when Koreans declared independence,
resisting the Japanese colonial rule, and promoted
Korea’s will for independence

Seokgatansinil

Apr 8
(based on the
lunar calendar)

Children’s Day

May 5

The day to give hopes and dreams to children so
that our future leaders can grow into healthy adults

Parents’ Day

May 8

The day designated to express gratitude to parents

The day when Buddha was born

Teachers’ Day

May 15

The day designated to thank and respect masters
and teachers

Hyeonchungil

Jun 6

The day designated to remember the dedication of
the soldiers and patriots who gave up their lives for
their country

Jeheonjeol

Jul 17

The day to commemorate the enactment and
announcement of the Constitution of Korea

Gwangbokjeol

Aug 15

The day to commemorate the recovery of the
independence of Korea, which was once taken
away by Japanese imperialists

Gaecheonjeol

Oct 3

The national holiday to commemorate the
foundation of Korea

Hangeulnal

Oct 9

The day designated to remember Great King
Sejong who created Hangeul, and encourage
activities promoting and studying Hangeul

Seongtanjeol

Dec 25

The day when Jesus was born

※ The days marked in red, Seolnal and Chuseok are public holidays.

❖ Four holidays of Korea: Seolnal, Dano, Chuseok and Hansik
Name

Date

Seolnal

Jan 1
(based on the
lunar calendar)

Korea’s most important holiday. Koreans have a ritual
for their ancestors and do Sebae on Seolnal. The
representative food for Seolnal is ddeokguk.

Dano

May 5
(based on the
lunar calendar)

Dano refers to the first five days. It is considered as an
important holiday as Dano has the most powerful Yang
Xi in a year.

Chuseok

Aug 15
(based on the
lunar calendar)

It is the harvest period of five major grains after a
year’s farming, and it is similar to Thanksgiving Day.
The representative food of Chuseok is songpyeon.

Hansik

105th day
from Dongji

This originated from the customs of ancient China. It
is said that fires must not be lit and people should eat
cold foods on Hansik.

Seolnal

Descriptions

Chuseok
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❖ Words used by spouses of marriage immigrants to call and name

How to call family members and relatives

family members and relatives are as follows:

❖ Some words used to call family members and relatives are different
Relation

from the words used to name those while talking with others.
▹ Words used to call: Words used to directly call someone
▹ Words used to name: Words used to name someone while talking with others
❖ Words used by marriage immigrants to call and name family members

and relatives are as follows:
Title
(hoching)

Father-in-law
(Husband’s father)

abeonim

abeonim

abeonim

Mather-in-law
(Husband’s mother)

eomeonim

eomeonim

eomeonim

Husband

yeobo,
00 abba

dangsin,
~ssi

abeom, geui,
geusaram

abeom

Husband’s elder
brother

ajubeonim

ajubeonim

ajubeonim

Husband’s elder
brother’s wife

hyeongnim

hyeongnim

hyeongnim

Husband’s
brother

To
To parentsTo husband
husband’s
in-law
family

Wife

yeobo,
○○eomma

dansin, ~ssi

○○eomi,
jipsaram

○○eomi,
jipsaram

hyeongnim

hyeongnim

hyeongnim

Wife’s elder
brother

hyeongnim

halmeoni

Wife’s elder
brother’s wife

ajumeoni

nampyeon,
geui, aeabba,
baggat
yangban

abba,
abeoji

Wife’s younger
brother

cheonam

ajubeonim

siajubeonim

keunabeoji

hyeongnim

hyeongnim

keuneomeoni

doryeonnim
sidongsaeng

samchon

dongseo

Husband’s elder sister hyeongnim
Husband’s younger
sister
Husband’s elder/
younger sister’s
husband

agassi

seobangnim
jageunabeoji
sidongsaeng

dongseo

dongseo

dongseo

dongseo

ageuneomeoni

hyeongnim

hyeongnim

hyeongnim

sinui

gomo

agassi

agassi

agassi

Sinui

gomo

gomobu

gomobu

ajubeonim/ ajubeonim/ ajubeonim/ ajubeonim/
seobangnim seobangnim seobangnim seobangnim

To wife's
family

jangmonim,
eomeonim

harabeoji

married seobangnim seobangnim seobangnim seobangnim

To parents-inlaw

jangmonim,
eomeonim

siabeonim

eomeonim sieomeonim

To wife

jangmonim,
eomeonim

To children

abeonim

Destination (jiching)

Mother-in-law jangmonim,
(Wife’s mother) eomeonim

To others

unmarried doryeonnim doryeonnim doryeonnim doryeonnim

Husband’s younger
brother’s wife

Title
(hoching)

To others

To children

Father-in-law janginedoreun, janginedoreun, janginedoreun, janginedoreun,
janginedoreun oeharabeoji
(Wife’s father)
abeonim
abeonim
abeonim
abeonim

Destination (jiching)
Relation
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cheonamdaek cheonamdaek

cheonam

cheonam

Wife’s younger
cheonamdaek cheonamdaek cheonamdaek
brother’s wife
Wife’s elder
sister

jangmonim oehalmeoni
○○eomma,
eomma,
cheo,
eomeoni
jipsaram, anae
cheonam

oesamchon

cheonamdaek cheonamdaek oesungmo

cheonam

cheonam

oesamchon

cheonamdaek cheonamdaek oesungmo

cheohyeong

cheohyeong

cheohyeong

cheohyeong

cheohyeong

imo

Wife’s elder
hyeongnim,
sister’s husband
dongseo

hyeongnim,
dongseo

hyeongnim,
dongseo

hyeongnim,
dongseo

dongseo

imobu

Wife’s younger
sister

cheje

cheje

cheje

cheje

cheje

imobu

Wife’s younger
sister’s

○seobang,
dongseo

○seobang,
dongseo

○seobang,
dongseo

○seobang,
dongseo

dongseo

imobu

Useful living information
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Information on foreign embassies in Korea
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Information on useful telephone numbers

Telephone
Number

Website

Administrative Information
Services

Telephone
Number

Living Information Services

Telephone
Number

32 Sejong-ro, Jongno-gu

397-4117

korean.seoul.usembassy.gov

120 Dasan Call Center

120

Korea Legal Aid Center for Family
Relations

1644-7077

Japan

22 2-gil Yulgok-ro, Jongno-gu

2170-5200

www.kr.emb-japan.go.jp

Information center for foreigners

1345

Weather forecast
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China

70 Jahamun-ro, Jongno-gu

738-1038

www.chinaemb.or.kr

Ecuador

47 Jong-ro, Jongno-gu

2607-8796

www.ecuadorkorea.or.kr

Multicultural Family Support Centers

1577-5432

739-2401

Organizations focusing on job
seeking and business start-ups by
multicultural families in Seoul

Taiwan

1-ga Sinmun-ro, Jongno-gu

399-2767

(under development)

Seoul Woman Migrant
Counselling Center

733-0120

Report a power outage

123
1577-1000

Country
US

Address

www.taiwan.or.kr

Vietnam

123 Bukchon-ro, Jongno-gu

738-2318

vnm-hanoi.mofa.go.kr

Health & Welfare Call Center

129

Counseling related to National Health
Insurance

Russia

43 11-gil Seosomun-ro, Jung-gu

752-0630

russian-embassy.org

Seoul Global Center

2075-4180

Telephone number information service
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Sri Lanka

39 10-gil, Dongho-ro, Jung-gu

735-2966

N/A

Report suspected espionage

111

World time information service

116

Mongolia

95 Dokseodang-ro, Yongsan-gu

798-3464

www.mongolembassy.com

Malaysia

129 Dokseodang-ro, Yongsan-gu

2077-8600

www.malaysia.or.kr

Thailand

42 Daesagwan-ro, Yongsan-gu

790-2955

www.thaiembassy.org/seoul

East Timor

14 27-gil Hannamdae-ro, Yongsan-gu

797-6151

tls.mofa.go.kr/korean

Cambodia

12 20-gil Daesagwan-ro, Yongsan-gu

3785-1041

N/A

Myanmar

723-1 Hannam-dong, Yongsan-gu

790-3824

N/A

Philippines

12 42-gil, Hoenamu-ro, Yongsan-gu

796-7387

www.philembassy-seoul.com

Kyrgyzstan

272 Sowol-ro, Yongsan-gu

379-0953

N/A

391-8906

www.kazembassy.org

796-8252

www.pkembassy.or.kr

796-4056

bdembseoul.org

19 2-gil, Seonjam-ro, Seongbuk-gu

3789-9770

www.nepembseoul.gov.np

Uzbekistan

2558 Nambusunhwan-ro, Seocho-gu

574-6554

www.uzbekistan.or.kr

Indonesia

380 Yeoeuidaebang-ro,
Yeongdeungpo-gu

783-5675

www.indonesiaseoul.org

Kazakhstan 53 Jangmun-ro, Yongsan-gu
Pakistan

39 9ga-gil, Jangmun-ro, Yongsan-gu

Bangladesh 17 6-gil Jangmun-ro, Yongsan-gu
Nepal

Report of crimes
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Traffic information service

1333

Emergency report on marine affairs
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Report on environmental pollution

128

Emergency healthcare counseling
and information on hospitals

1339

Report a problem with the water system

121

Report on fire, rescue, emergency and
disasters Information on emergency
healthcare services and hospitals

119

Reservation for disposal of large wastes 1599-0903

Korea Legal Aid Corporation

132

Korea Post service

1588-1300

Report suspected child abuse

1391

Weather forecast

131

Report suspected financial fraud

1332

Call Center of Seoul Office of Education

1396

Report trafficking

125

Report on gas-related accidents

1544-4500

Report school violence and sexual
violence

117

Korea Sexual Violence Relief Center

338-5801

Report suspected drugs and crimes

1301

Support Center for Women’s Hotline

1577-1366

Report missing children

182

Women Migrants Human Rights Center 3672-7559

National Human Rights Commission
of Korea

1331

Counseling related to national pension

1355

Government Call Center

110

Information Center of Korea Tourism
Organization

1330

Youth Counseling & Support Center

2285-1318

Illegal spamming responses (KISA)
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